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ABSTfRACT

A history of ship usage at Hudson Laboratories is presented. Experience

derived from this usage, from the conversion of the USNS GIBBS to a research

v-essel, as well as from preliminary plans for the conversion of the USS TERROR,

to a research vessel, is described as it relates to the preliminary design of

the T-AGOR-16. A discussion of the preliminary design of the catamaran research

veasel and its equipage is presented and terminates with the development of the

biild!ng specifications. Originally intended for use by Hudson Laboratories of

Col•bia University, the subject vessel is now to be used by the Naval Research

Laboratories. In discussing its mission, Hudson Laboratories oriented prograsa

are stressed. Changes to be made to the vessel r-jRftl to accomodate their

programs are not detailed.
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I HISTORICAL REVIEW OF SHIP USAGE AT HUDSON LABORATORIES

In the earliest days at Hudson Laboratories, sea work was accomplished

aboard a chartered schooner, the BLUE DOLPHIN, and aboard gevernment vessels

such as the Fish and Wildlife Service ship, GILL. Various minesweepers and

other assorted craft were also used from time to time. These vessels were

generally equipped with crude handling equipment, such as gypsies, booms and

davits. This type of operation was satisfactory only in the orientation and

training phase during the first year or two of operations at Hudson Laboratories.

In time, a number of smill boats became available to uc on a permanent basis and

were used in the Hudson River and Long Island Sound for recovery of air drop

sonobuoys and for shallow water experiments. Several amphibious ducks were used

to emplace listening instruments south of the Hudson field station at Fire Island.

In the sumer of 1952, the USS ALLEGHENY, a 143-ft long ATA, or seagoing

tug, manned by a Navy crew became available to Hudson Laboratories (Figs. 1 and 2).

She had a 34-ft beam, 13-ft draft anA displaced 860 tons. The after deckhouse was

extended to serve as a small laboratory and the diesel towing winch was reoriented

to service the side of the vessel in conjunction with an A-frame and a trolley

boom. A scientific servic,- gererator was installed below decks and portable shock

cord suspended generators were installed for quiet ship service. A small over-

boarding crane was mounted on the fantail and a BT winch was provided. The

ALLEGHENY was progranned for continuous use by Hudson Laboratories, primarily

in the Caribbean, off Bermuda, and along the east coast of the United States.

A great variety of experiments were conducted from this vessel and fairly complex

systems were launched from her, including many bottom-anchored, vertical listening

arrays, with subsurface flotation.
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Figi - USS ALLEGHENY (ATA-179)
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Since the Laboratories devoted most of its effort to acoustic work, it

was still necessary to utilize ships of opportunity in conjunction with the

USS ALLEGHENY to carry out long-range acoustic experiments. it is always very

difficult to eetablish a 3eagoing schedule based upon ships which are not under

the operational control of the user laboratory. In time, a 65-ft steel-hulled

Army transport boat, or T-Boat, was made a-;ailable to the Laboratories (Fig. 3).

This T-Boat, which was later named the R/V MANNING to honor an employee who was

lost at sea on a small boat, was crewed by r three-man Hudson Laboratories crew.

A maximum scientific party of nine zould be accommodated. Initially, it partic-

ipated in an experiment in the Caribbean, but generally it was used up and down

the east coast of the United States and Canada up to 100 miles offshore. The

Laboratoriec was now able to conduct long-range acoustic experiments utilizing

one ehip as a sound source ship and the other ship as a receiving vessel.

The limitations of the USS ALLEGHENY became apparent just a year or so

after she was made available to the Laboratories. Although used exclusively

as a research vessel, she was still considered to be an ATA by the Navy and we

were not allowed to remove her large tripod and boom to improve her stability.

Indeed, she was a critically stable vessel and we were limited as to the equip-

ment that could be carried aboard her both by weight and moment consildrations,

and because of the limited labcratory space. The Navy crew numbered 40, and

accommodations were available for only four to six people in the scientific

party. Our experiments frequently required a greater number of people and, when

embarked, they slept on cots or on matresses on the deck. In the early days of

Hudson Laboratories, no sea-pay incentive was paid to seagoing personnel and

only the most dedicated people volunteered for sea experiments on a regular

__ _ ___ _ _ _ _ "
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basis, particuiarly when the accotmtcdations were eo primitive. The diesel toving

winch was limited to a working load of 7500 lb and was slow s J ilffficult to

control. The deck of the vessel ws& almost always awash.

A master plan was developea to improve the stability of the ship to

provide additional scientific berthing and rack epace to improve the over-

boarding gear, and to increase the scientific power available. This required

removal of the tripod .ýnd engine room equipment which was ,iot required for rhe

scientific mission. Since the ship was considered to be an ATA by the Navy and

participated in annual maneuvers and training, these plans were not approved.

It had occurred io us to petition th'e Navy to change the designation of the

USS ALLEGHENY from an ATA to an AGOR, but this was not valstable to the Office

of Naval Research for a fiscal reason. ONR was not fundIng the oeration of

the ship since it was under the operational control of the Third Naval District.

At Fny rate, the proposed alterations and removals would have cost a gr'edc deal

of money. It appeared that this could be better spent on a more promising hull.

The T-Boat, although a seaworthy vessel, was also quite weather limited

since it tended to roll quite violently. Its hold was fitted out as a laboratory,

but the vessel was effectively limited to coastal waters and was equipped with

minimal handling gear.

Our problems were made known to the Office of Naval Research, and we

received a sympathetic ear. The TENOC program for new oceanographic vessels

had not been established and we were encouraged to look for a possible conversion

hull for a larger oceanographic vessel. After considerable search, the USS SAN

CARLOS, an AVP or small seaplane tender was selected. This ship was 310 ft long

with a 41-ft beam, a 2800-ton displacement, and a cruising speed of 15 knots.

-6-
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The conversion of the ship was adr-ervined by the Military Sea Trarsportation

Service who eventually crewed the vessel. The firm of Designers & Planners in

New York was selected for the preparation of preliminary plans and Mobile Ship

Repair Corporation in Mobile, Alabama, performed the conversion. Hudson Labor-

atories developed the laboratory plans in conjunction with the design agent-

Hudson Laboratories was coucerned with MSTS operation of the vessel and it should

be added that MSTS was as concerned about Hudson Laboratories, since this was the

first research vessel that they had crewed. The MSTS-Hudson relationship turned

out to be a revarding arrangement for both parties.

The converted ship was named the 1JSNS JOSIAH WILLIARD GIBBS (T-AGOR-I)

(Fig. 4).I At the time of her conversion, it appeared to many of us that she

was too large a vessel. We have since learned that any vessel which is built

and completely flled with equipment upon sailing is a vessel which will prove

to be too small for future use. In our case, the GIBBS turned out to be an

excellent seagoing vessel, capable of working in most weather and, in general,

was limited by the fragility of the systems launched rather than by the sea-

worthiness of the vessel itself. The crew totaled 48 men and officers and

provision was made for comfortably berthing a scient~fic party of 26 plus

four emergency berths. The crew-scientific ratio represented a tremendous

advance when contrasted with tte USS ALLEGHENY.

The GIBBS was converted barically a3 a bare ship. A major electranics

laboratory capable of holding over 20 electronic racks, a amaller laboratory

which could handle six racks of equipment, a radi-r navigation laboratory, P,

mechanical engineering laboratory, a machine shop, vurious storage holds, data

H. C. Beck and H. Sonnemnn, O-eanoranhic Research Vessel T-AGOR-l

USNS GIBBS (Hudson Laboratories of Colhmbia University Tech-. Repr. No. 81,
August 31, 1959).
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processing areas, a photo laboratory, etc., were provided. Because of the short

notice involved, only one winch was procured for the ship. This was an existing

winch driven by an experimental motor which had been developed fcr the Navy, but

had not been utilized by them. A stern U-frame was built and installed by the

conversion yard. The ship had a 20,000-lb, 30-ft long crane.

It took mccny years to equip this vessel with scientific handling gear. 2

In 1959 ONR was approached with a set of specifications for a deep-sea winch.

Scripps Institution was looking for a similar unit at this time. The Bureau of

Ships let a contract for two similar traction type electro-hydraulic winches,

which became the precursors of the standard deep-Lva coring and anchoring winches

now used aboard most of the new research and survey vessels in the fleet. This

winch employs a traction unit which reduces the overboard tension (a maximum of

30,000 lb) to a nominal stowage tension of 1000 to 2000 lb. The rope is then

stored on one of two stowage drums below decks at this reduced tension, thereby

preventlig the cutting iti of rope turns and reducing abrasion. The larger stowage

drum is capable of storing 32,000 ft of 5/8-in. diameter rope and the smaller

drum 22,000 ft of the same rope. Although this winch required considerable de-

bugging by Hudson Laboratories field personnel, it has proved to be the backbone

of our handling gear complex.

Techniques for deep anchoring the GIBBS utilizing this winch were developed

at Hudson Laboratories, and the ship was subsequently anchored successfully over

90 times in deep water. In many ways, deep anchoring revolutionized the

2H. C. Beck and A. Gonda, Outfitting of the USNS J.W. GIBBS, T-AGOR-1 (HL Tech.

Rept. No. 157, in preparation).

3H. C. Beck, Proposal for Anchoring the USNS GIBBS in Water Depths up to 20,000 ft
(HL Tech. Memo. No. 42, April 20, 1960).

4Tj C. Beck and J. 0. Ess, Deep-Sea Anchoring (HL Tech. Rept. No. 98, July 16, 1962).

5 H. C. Beck and J. 0. Est, Additional Deep-Sea Anchoring of the USNS J.W. GIBBS
T-AGOR-1 (HL Tech. Rept. No. 156, September 1968).
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acoustics work being carried out at the Laboratories. It was now possible

to remain days or evenx weeks at anchor without use of propulsion equipment,

utilizing shock cord hung generators for silent ship periods of operation while

suspending listening arrays. Later deep-anchoring techniques utilized armored

cables at the anchor end of which a subsurface buoyed vertical array wcs affixed,

effectively divorcing these arrays from surface wave action and from ship noise. 6

Other auxiliary winches were added to the vessel as well as hydraulic

A-frames, laboratory air conditioners, etc. Since funds for this equipment

became available slowly, a good deal of the engineering construction and installa-

tion work was done by Hudson Laboratories personnel. Figures 5 and 6 show layouts

of the GIBBS after she was equipped.

The most modern communications equipment was installed aboard the GIBBS

including single side-band radios. These were utilized by the scientific party,

who maintain their own radio operations during experiments to communicate with

other ships and shore stations as well ad the Laboratories in Dobbs Ferry and

field stations. Radio telemetry equipment was installed for use with acoustic

array system buoys, etc. Loran A, Loran C and Decca navigation were provided.

A right-angle drive auxiliary propulsion unit was added to the GIBBS back

aft for slow speed creep propulsion and to assist in maneuvering the vessel. The

location of the unit was unfortunate. It would have been more effective installed

near the bow, but the bow of this vessel is extremely fine and it would have been

difficult to install this type propulsion unit far forward in the ship. Because

of continuing leakage and other problems, this third propulsion unit was removed

from the vessel.

6 M. Lopatin m-d E. T. O'Neill, Tventy-Chstnnel Vertical Listening Arrays.
Part i. Electrical Features. Part II, Mechanical Features (KL Tech. Rept.
No. 147, March 28, 1968).
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The entire cost of the conversion and outfitting of the GIBBS was approx-

imately two million dollars and it continues to be an extremely useful and

N.serviceable vessel. However, since most of the Laboratories' operations re-

quired two ships and as the USS ALLEGHENY frequently could not carry out its

mission because of rough weather, this resulted in the GIBBS' time being wasted

and the Laboratories continued to rely upon borrowed vessels for reliable two-

ship experiments. The TENOC program began producing new AGORs which were

considerably better than the USS ALLEGHENY, but we felt in our judgment that

they were too small and too limited in useful space as well as in seaworthiness.

Hudson Laboratories was scheduled to receive a vessel under the TENOC program

in fiscal year 1967. In April 1963, we informed ONR of our space and facility

requirements. In effect, we requested a twin screw vessel similar in con-

figuration to the LJSNS GIBBS, but with double the laboratory space and open deck

working areas at least as spacious as aboard the GIBBS.

We reviewed the plans for the USNS SILAS BENT, AGS-26 (rig. 7) with great

interest. A comparison of areas and facilities is tabulated on the following

pages:

--:3



COMPýRISON OF USNS GIBBS (T-AGOR-1) & USNS SILAS BENT (AGS-26)

ITEM USNS GIBBS USNS SILAS BENT

Date constructed 1943 AVP-51 San Carlos 1965

Conversion or new Converted Dec. 1958 to AGOR-l New

Dimensions:

Length overall 310 ft - 9 in. 282 ft - 11 1/2 in.
molded main deck excluding bulwark

Between
perpendiculars 300 ft - 0 in. 265 ft - 0 in.

Beam molded 41 ft - 0 in. 48 ft - 0 in.

Draft (design-mean) 14 ft - 0 in. 15 ft - 0 in.

Freeboard 10 ft - 9 in. 10 ft - 4 1/2 in.

Depth (main d~ck

at side) 24 ft - 3 in. 24 ft - 11 in. (at Sta. 10)

Displacement:

At design draft
(L. ton)

Full load 2800 2596

Speed knots:

Cruising lj 12

Maximum 18 15

Endurance:

Range 8000 (n.m.) 12,000 (n.m. at 12 knots)

-14-
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ITTF4 US14 GIBBS USNS SILAS BENT

-Accordaticn: I isted I n apee.: flited nn rIane

ientit 2 + 6 temporary 0 emp.

Oflcera 14 10 12

2rw04 29 + 3 temp,

Total 7

Machinery: !-Ma 4 n engine Bow propulsion

Propulsion I Oeared eiesels Diecel elec. 350 hp elec.

Nwber I 4 1 direct current double
"•armature propulsion motor.

__- _ -2 diesel driven generators.

Shaft hp
(total cont.) j6080 h# , 3000 shaft hp

PFropellers: ! populsion

Numbar 2 __ __1

Type J Fixed Fixed IFixed pfitch
;3600 unit
_irctatior.

rpm 270 20O

Rudders:

Nunber I 1 I i.

lat±h.nery auxiliary: I

Ships service I 2- 200 3, 440 V 30 ac 3 300 KW, 450 V 30 ac
diesel ge-nerators diesel generators

2 - 100 MW 440 V 30 ac (standby ship service)
diesel generpters 1 - 300 KW, 450 V 30 ac

2 35 KW, 123 V dc diesel gas turbine generator
gene-ators (emergency lighting)

I - 25 W, 220 V dc motor I - 5 1W, l20 V l1 diesel
generator generator

2 - 25 KW, 440 V 30 ac diesel I (ultra quiet ship gen.)
Cener4tors - shock cord 1. - 40 KW, 450 V 30 ac diesel
hung (silent ship) i generator - shock cord

supported
-'5- I
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ITEM USNS GIBBS USNS SILAS BENT

Boats 2 - 24 ft lifeboats 2 - 22 ft lifeboats
one motor propelled - 25-man capacity

37-man capacity oar propelled alum. boat
one oar propelled 2 - 26 ft utility boats

40-man capacity diesel driven - plastic
- 24 ft motor workboat hull

(carried when needed)

Open deck area for
scientific use:

Total 1 6600 sq ft 3650 sq ft

Laboratories, shopb
& stowage - sq ft Electronic labs & shop 842 Electronic lab 210

Navigation lab 260 Electronic
Mechanical lab 235 recording lab 500
Librar; & conference Drafting room 520

rovm 450 Wet lab 540
Data lab 120 Dry lab 520
Dark room 80 Photo finishing
Machine shop 340 room and dark room 84

Reproduction room 84
Total sq ft labs Scientific office 330

& shops 2327 Survey control center 300
Meteorological room 200
General workshop

(macb.) 500

Total sq ft labs
& shops 4088

Winch room & cable
stowage 1200 Deep sea anchor

Other stowage 1020 winch & storage
(forward) 510

Total sq ft stowage 2220 Anchor winch room aft 1000
Deep sea gear

stowage aft 570
Scientific store room 320
Battery room 140

Total sq ft stowage 2540

Magazine (5-ton capacity) Demolition charge
plus portable magazines mag. (50 ton) 400

abt. 200 Rocket magazine
(1 1/2 ton) 200

Total sq ft magazine 600

-16
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ITEM USNS GIBBS USNS SILAS BENT

Deck area for
scientists: 24 Scientists 34 Snientists

Labs & shop 94 sq ft per man 120 sq fr per man
Stowage 93 sq ft per man 75 sq ft per man
Open Deck 275 sq ft per man 107 sq ft per man
Total 462 sq ft per man 302 sq ft per man

Winches & handling Deep sea anchoring - elec. hydr Hydro winch (2) - elec. hydr.
equiPment - Traction type - 1 1/4 in. 1 drura

grooves - 2000 lb pull @ 350 ft/mmn
type, number, 150 hp - dual stowage drum 1000 lb pull @ 630 ft/mmn
drive, pull, 30,000 lb pull @ 133 ft/mmn 30,000 ft 3/16" dia. rope
drum & capacity 8800 lb pull @ 460 ft/mln capacity

1st drum - 32,000 ft 5/8"
dia. rope capacity Stowage & inspection winch -

2nd drum - 22,000 ft 5/8" elec. -

dia. rope capacity - drum interchangeable with
has slip rings hydro winch drum

1500 lb pull @ 300 &
After auxiliary winch - elec. 75 ft/mmn

hydraulic - 30,000 ft 3/16" dia. rope
40 hp capacity
10,000 lb pull @ 80 ft/mmn
3500 lb null @ 160 ft/mmn Magnetometer winch - elec.
Maximum light line speed double drum -

640 ft/mmn 600 lb @ 100 ft/mmn
1st drum - 5000 ft 1/2" 1200 lb static

dia. rope capacity (one drum at a time)
2nd drum - 16,000 ft 1/2" 100 ft 0.70 in. dia.
dia. rope capacity elec. cable, 1500 lb

slip rings breaking strength

Forward auxiliary winch - elec. B.T. winches (2)
hydraulic -

10,000 lb pull @ 75 ft/mmn Deep sea coring winch aft
5000 lb pull @ 150 ft/mmn (1) traction unit -

2 drums - each 20,000 ft 3/4" grooves
1/2" dia. rope capacity 6800 lb @ 600 ft/mmn
and slip rings 30,000 lb @ 133 ft/mmn

(2) 2-drum stowage unit - T

Hydro winch - elec. hydraulic each drum 45,460 ft of
15 hp tapered cable 3/8"
1000 lb pull @ 450 ft/mmn dia. to 3/4" dia.
1500 lb pull maximum (3) 1-drum intermediate
35,000 ft 5/32" dia. rope unit -

capacity 30,000 ft 1/2" dia.
rope capacity 4

-17- -tt
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ITEM USNS GIBBS USNS SILAS BENT

Winches & handling B.T. winch Deep sea anLhoring winch -

equipment - I forward
Warping winch - I forward, similar to coring winch

type, number, 1 aft, electric, dual heads
drive, pull, 6500 lb pull Current meter winch - one
drum & capacity drum elec. hyd.

Ifotorized stowage drums (2) 400 lb. pull @ 375 ft/min
(Con't) 5 hp 800 lb static

20,000 ft 1/2" dia. rope 10,000 ft 0.2 in. dia.
capacity rope capacity

Crane - 20,000 ]b, 30 ft Sound velocity winch
outreach Gek winch

Electric winch
U-frame - elec. hyd. (stern) (all identical to current

30,000 lb capacity against meter winch)
stops - 6000 lb dynamic
12 ft headroom, 7 ft between Vertical capstan elec. -
uprights 01 level

2000 lb @ 50 ft/min
Hydraulic boom (forward) -

10,000 lb capacity & star- Vertical capstan elec. -
board platform (main deck) main deck aft

5000 lb @ 40 ft/mmn
Fixed bow davit - 10,000 lb 10,000 lb @ 20 ft/min

capacity
Crane - elec. hydraulic

Amno. booms - forward two hoisting unit out-
1 port, I starboard reach 61 ft maximum,
1200 lb capacity with davit 18 it minimum

Hydro gate boom - 1500 lb (1) 10 tons @ 50 ft/min
capacity & hydro platform 45 ft outreach
(main deck aft) 15 tons

35 ft outreach
Bow platforms (2) (2) whip 3 ton @ 100 ft/min

31 or 50 ft out-
U-frame (aft starboard side) -reach

hydraulic - static test

against stops 15,000 lb - Two speed rotation
6000 lb capacity when 1/2 rpm
rotating 1/8 rpm

Two thermistor chain winches

-lii..4



ITEM USNS GIBBS USNS SILAS BENT

Winches & handling U-frame
equipment - 50,000 lb - topping load

to main deck (power)
type, number, 6000 lb @ 30 per second
drive, pull, rotate 1/4 rpm (manually)
drum & capacity

Hydro winch davit - 01 level
(Con't) 4500 lb static - 2000 lb

working - 2 platforms,
main deck & 01 level
jib crane 02 level

Outrigger boom (aft - port)

Elec. cable davit (aft - port)

Sound velocity davit -
(aft - port)

Current meter davit & platform
(forward & starboard)1 Anchor davit (bow)

Electronics Radar, Decca, PDR, PGR, EDO, Radar, Loran, Radiosonde,
single s!de band & other RDF, PDR, PGR, various radio
radios, Loran A, Loran C, RDF, receivers & transmitters
DRT

Special features Labs & scientific berthing Labs & living spaces air
air conditioned conditioned

Acconmodations for instrument Can anchor at stern & bow in
huts & portable winches deep water
Can anchor at stern in water Hatch serving deep sea gear

to 20,000 f. depth for 13ng cowpartment only
periods

Large hatches serving all
major labs & stowage area

-19-
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The BENT was a most impressive ship, but fell somewhat short of our

requirements for laboratory space. It lacked sufficient scientific stowage

space and about 25% of the space available was of limited use since it was

located well below the main deck and was not served by hatches. A major

drawback was the rather limited open deck area available for scientific

use. The rudder was located well aft presenting a probability of damage

to it or to equipment in launching. Although a single screw vessel,

manueverability was provided by a bow propulsion unit. It appeared that

a ship of this general configuration, perhaps extended in length some 30

ft, would fit the needs of the Laboratories admirably.

Figure 8 represents a larger AGOR proposed by Hudson Laboratories.

Nc detailed layouts were prepared for either of these vessels, although

fairly detailed equipment lists were developed. By the summer of 1965, it

became obvious that it was too late to produce a new vessel by fiscal year

1967. A number of meetings were held with ONR, Scripps Institution of

Oceanography and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution to discuss the design

of a new vessel. The latter two organizations were to receive follow-on

vessels of the same class.

We had asked ONR if the $12,700,000 programmed for our new ship would

be available for the conversion of an existi•g; Null and found that this would

be allowed. It became our avowed intent to locate, convert and equip a suit-

able hull dt a cost well below the money available for new construction. It

was hoped that any money saved could be applied to construction of a new vessel

in the mid-1970's for use by Hudson Laboratories. In the meantime, the con-

verted vessel would be available to us in 1967.
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II SEARCH FOR A CONVERSION HULL

In addition to the ships mentioned previously, most modsrn research ships

in the United States and Canada were evaluated. In many cases these ships were

visited and the users were consulted to insure that we would take advantage of

the latest thinking in the research field.

An exhaustive survey of existing hulls in the Maritime Administration

and Navy reserve fleets was conducted. Most of the small seaplane tender

hulls (AVPa) were either in service or in questionable condition. These

vessels were of World War II vintage, with thin hull plating similar to that

of a destroyer. The feeling at Hudson Laboratories was that an advance should

be made, and a vessel offering more useful laboratory space and greater flex-

ibility than the GIBBS should be converted.

Among the hulls examined, a Cl-MAV-1 (Fig. 9) was seriously considered.

One of this class of vessels had been transferred recently to the Maritime

reserve fleet at Stony Point, New York. Consultation with MSTSLANT, her

former operators, revealed that she was in excellent condition. A number of

large air-conditioned compartmante existed which were easily convertible to

laboratory spaces and scientific berthing was no problem. This class of ship

is approximately 338 ft 1'ng overall with a 50-ft beam and draws 21 ft of water

displacing 7500 tons, full load. Most are of late World War II vintage.

MSTS had indicated the possibility that the USNS MTIRFAK (T-AK-271), aa

Arctic replenishment vessel, might become available for conversion. The other

two ve3sels of this class, the USNS ELTANIN (Fig. 10) and USNS MIZAR, were

already operating successfully as research vessels; the former in the Antarctic

-t
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Fig..9 -Cl-MAV-1 Class
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under National Science Foundation sponsorship and the latter for the Naval

Research Laboratories. These ships were built in 1957, whereas all other

vessels considered were constructed twelve to fifteen years earlier. They

are approximately 262 ft long overall with a 51-ft beam and draw 18 ft 7 in.

of water at their full load displacement of 4940 tons. The hulls are ice

strengthened. Cruising speed is 13 knots,

The-major reason neither of these classes of vessels was chosen was

because of the lack of working deck space at the stern, since both ships have

after deckhouses. This was not an arbitrary decision, but was one made on the

basis that a stern working area was essential to carrying out the mission of

Hudson Laboratories. The authors have found that oceanographic laboratories can

be typified as stern launchers, side launchers and well launchers, based upon the

type of work to be accomplishel. In the case of Hudson Laboratories, very large

sound sources, mooring buoys, and acoustic listening systems are frequently de-

ployed. Side launching is generally avoided since the roll of the ship makes it

difficult to prevent banging of the equipment on the side of the vessel. It is

frequently fairly easy to launch equipment successfully using tag lines, etc.,

but damage generally occurs in recovery of the equipment when it is not under

full control. Center wells are quite useful for handling deep suspended equipment,

particularly if carriages are used which control the equipment at the sea-air

interface. Center wells do restrict the geometry of equipment launched and are

not useful for handling surface-streamed gear. A stern-launching area in which

a number of pieces of handling gear can be used simultaneously provides a gco4

compromise, If the ship is properly oriented, there is less ship motion relative

to the water at the stern and a near infinite "well" exists for launching equirment.

-26-
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Liberty, Victory, C1 and C2 hulle were inspected. The better ships were

in ite process of being reactivated or itad already returned to service because

of the conflict in Uietnam. All of these ships required considerable ballasting

to reduce freeboar4 to the point where launching if equipment would be practical.

Most of the shipa had rudders set far aft which would be vulnerable to damage

from stern-launched equipment. Tha Cl.-A hull (Fig. Il) is rated at 11,800 tons

full load at R draft of 23 ft 7 in. it is 412 ft long overall vith a 60-ft

beam. Propulsion ia single screw diesel and speed in 14.8 knots.

Two APAs of thL C2-Si'-A hull type (Fig. 12) were inspected. These ships

are rated ai 10,885 Lons full load. They are 450 ft long overall with a beam

of 62 ft ard a maximum draft of 23 ft 6 in. They are driven by steam turbines,

with a speed of 18.2 knots. Several AKAs of the C2-S-Bl class were also e2-

amined. For veasons mentioned in the previous paragraph and because of the

generally pcoh condition of the ships, these hulls were rejected.

During z vieit to the James River reserve fleet, the USS GALILEA, AKN-6

(Fig. 13) was inspected with great interest. Originally a flush-deck, cruiser-

hull, net-laying ship built in 1944, this vessel was converted on several

cccasions to serve as a transport, lanJing ship vehicle and finally to a net

carrier. In the procest, the stern was changed from the original flush deck

to the configuration slon in Fig. 13 and finally to that shown in Fig. 14.

This vessel was approximately 450 ft long, with a 60-ft beam and a maximum

draft of 20 ft, and a full load displacement of 9000 tons, Her propulsion

was geared turbine, twin screw, 11,000 shaft hp with a speed of 20 knots.

Although this vessel was considerably larger than required, its general con-

iiguraticn and net-bandling galleriea represented the most promising conversion

potential of any ship seen up to that time. We immediately resolved to inspect

all other ships of this type.
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GAL LEA 0,5O0, co•l•esy hc•lz' Sh.•,betd'#d Cw.p

Fig. 13 - USS GALILEA AKN-6

Fig,14- Stern of USS GALILEA AK-6
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IXI CONVERSION PLANS FOR THE USS TERROR MMF-5

Visits were made to reserve fleets in California and Texas, and finally

to the V. S. Naval Shipyard in Philadelphia in the fall of 1965. The USS

OZARK and USS CATSKILL were already in the process of reactivation, The USS

MONI£OR MCS-5, USS OSAGE MCS-3, USS SAUGUS MCS-4, and the USS TERROR MMF-5

were all visited. The USS TERROR (Figs. 15 and 16) was finally selected for

a detailed study to determine its suitability for conversion to a research

vessel. The Office of Naval Research, Bureau of Ships, and Military Sea

Transportation Service as well as Hudson Laboratories participated in this

study.

This ship was 453 ft long, with a 60-ft beam and a draft of ýO ft.

Her cruising speed was 20 knots and her full load displacement 8630 tons.

Her main propulsion plant was geared turbine, twit screw w'th a shaft hp of

11,000. She was built in 1942 and laid up after World War II. Her machinery

waa in excellent condition since she had not steamed extensively.

The USS TERROR was nomewhat similar to the USNS GIBBS in general coti-

figuration. The dimenRions uf the tormer were ap~roxinsately 30% larger than

that of the latter in all three dimensions, providIng 3 volume arnd tonnage

more than three times as great. It was obvious to us that the USS TERROR would

proviie a areat de~l more usable laborptory and deck space than was requested

i-. our earlier AAGOR specifications. Commodious quarters f.)r crew and scientific

personnel were available.

A major Attraction was the two large second deck mine-laying galleries

which were aamirably suitable for Inetailation of handliag gear and laboratory

-31-
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equipment. These two galleries were each over 300 ft long, 20 to 25 ft wide,

and 13 ft high with unencumbered head room of 10 ft. The galleries were devoid

c.f bulkheads and built-in equipment. This lent itself to ease of conversion

and laboratory loading. Portable bulkheads could have been economically in-

stalled to satisfy air conditioning and ventilation requirements. The size of

the galleries allowed for great flexibility of layout and provided aufficient

space for the installation of major winches. The mine stowage areas below

the galleries were available for cable stowage, magazines, and stowage of

general laboratory equipment. An attempt was made to design spaces and equip-

ment around existing facilities and structures to reduce removal and alteration

costs.

The freeboard at the main deck was excessive for our purposes. We pro-

posed cutting the stern and making the second deck the weather deck aft, to

be serviced by a traveling crane. This crane could be utilized for handling

a detp submersible vehicle. We proposed the installation of side doors to

service second deck winches amidships. With this configuration, the laboratory

spaces could be loaded from the stern utilizing monorails in the gallery over-

heads. We recommended that existing wildcats, hoists, cranes, and monorails

be retained. We planned on investigating the possibility of utilizing a few

5-in. gun mounts as winch foundations.

Calculations were made relative to deep anchoring the ship. Using the

USNS GIBBS as a basis of comparison, it appeared that the USS TERROR could be

anchored on 5/8-in. diameter, 3 x 19, elevated yield strength wire rope; 42,000

ft of stowage was required. It was decided to increase the handling capability,

however, and traction winches capable of pulling 45,000 to 50,000 lb which could

accommodate 38,000 ft of 3/4-In. diameter wire rope were specified. The stern

-34-



winch was positioned to handle cable from a proposed cable well so that the

ship could be used as a cable layer for deployment of bottom arrays of great

length.

The electric power available was more than adequate. Four 500-kyw turbine

driven generators plus a 250-kw emergency dietel generator existed.

A profile sketch of the proposed conversion is shown in Fig. 17 and an

inboard profile is shown in Fig. 18. All of the proposed conversion plans

for the ship included in this report show proposed changes to meet the scientific

and engineering needs of Hudson Laboratories and do not reflect reassignment of

compartments connected with operations and hotel facilities.

A number of plans were discussed relating to the moving crane shown at

the stern. A major problem was providing for safe handling of a deep submersible

research vessel from the stern, and definitive plans were never finalized. Winch

and stowage drum locations are shown. The forward traction winch was to be

serviced by the bow "U" frame with a monorail provided for handling ground tackle

used for deep anchoring. Vertical stowage of equipment was to be expedited by

use of existing mine elevators.

Figure 19 is a plan view of the main deck conversion showing scientific

berthing areas. Heads are provided contiguous with each stateroom. Accommodations

were planned for a scientific party of 32 plus 12 temporary berths. Actually,

many more could have been accommodated, but we were attempting to keep crew size

to a minimum. A very large forward scientific boatswain's locker is provided

adjacent to the forward traction winch. A library, scientific radio room,

scientific navigation laboratory, and provision for ammunition handling and

stowage comprise the balance of the scientific space on this deck.
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Figure 20 is a conversion plan for the second deck. This was to be the

m.-in scientific working deck with laboratories installed the entire length of

the port mine-laying gallery and with winches and booms installed in the star-

board gallery. The areas between winches were quite suitable for assembly work.

Both galleries were to be enclosed with access doors provided adjacent to the

winches. The centerline areas were to be equipped as laboratories and shops.

The after traction unit and one stowage reel were to be mounted aft with

stowage for rigging equipment nearby. Three stowage drums for the forward

traction winch were to be placed aft of frame 20.

Figure 21 is a conversion plan for the first platform, After traction

winch stowage drums, extremely commodions stowage compartments, a computer room,

and a machine chop were proposed for this deck.

A preliminary equipment list was prepared in order to assist BuShips in

arriving at an outfitting and installation cost. This list is included as

Appendix A to this report.

MSTS estimated manning requirements as 13 officers, 7 CPOs and 44 men,

or a total crew of 64. This estimate was based on provision of a centralized

engineering control station with remote control and operation of auxiliary

machinery end complete automation of boiler control. If these controls could

nor be pr.vided, MSTS estimated that an additional 2 officers and 17 men would

have to be added, bringing the total crew to 83.

BuShips' estimate for converting, refurbishing, outfitting, and automating

the plant wgs in the r.rder of $16 million. On the basis of this extremely high

estimate, all plans for conversion of the USS TERROR were dropped in favor of

ntew construction. BuShips estimated that our scientific area requirtments could be '•

met by construction of a 4000-ton hull similar to that shcmv in Fig. 8.
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IV CONVENTIONAL HULL PROPOSAL BY SHIPS CHARACTERISTICS BOARD

On March 14, 1966, the Ships Characteristics Board promulgated character-

istics for an oceanographic research vessel. The first vessel of this class was

scheduled for use by Hudson Laboratories. The characteristics called for a

conventional hull with an overall length of 306 ft. 49-ft beam and a draft of

16 ft, with a full load displacement of 3200 tons. Sustained speed was spec-

if ied at 16 knots with a range of 12,000 miles at that speed. The power plant was

to be single screw diesel-electric with bridge control. In &ddition, a rotatable

bow propulsion unit and an active rudder were to be provided for quiet, low speed

propulsion, heading control when dead in the water, and for maneuverability.

SScientific berthing was to be provided for 30, and the crew was to be com-

posed of 12 officers, 4 CPOs and 29 men, or a total of 45. Adequate open deck

K- areas were to be provided forward and aft. Space and weight reservation was to

S be made for a 10 x 10 ft well through the ship near the center of least motion.

A passive anti-roll system was to be provided and the trailing edge of the rudder

•i was to be located 10 ft forward of the stern. A large bulbous bow was to be

provided for observations and housing of acoustic equipment. A 50-ton future

~ growth margin at the main deck was specified and acoustic silencing techniques

• were to be employed to reduce machinery radiated noise when operating at low

• speed.

Scientific chill and freeze compartments and provision for storing 50 tons

of explosives were specified. A separate power and distribution system for

KE scientific use was to be provided. All living, messing, laboratory and office

t__ý spaces were to be air conditioned. Provision was to be made for deen anchoring

by the bow.
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S~No comprehensive list of handling gear was included. The character-

Sistics called for "winches, articulated cranes, davits and U-frames A

idetailed list of radio, radar, sonar, navigation and other equipment was

• ~included in an appendix to the characteristics.

t In reviewing these specifications, it became apparent that the 306-it

S~hull would not provide the area requested in our preliminary specifications

I4

of 1963. In regard to the 50-ton future growth margin, we questioned if this 21

S~were to be the growth allowed after the ship was fully loaded and equipped,

including the full electronic suite, handling gear, cable, etc. We commentedrrin some detail on data distribution and on line date processing.

We rec ofended that the scientific office and library be combined snd

that two day roomsw be provided. A mechanical engineering laboratory for test
and assembly of equnpment readily accessible to the open deck, an electronic

workshop and a power amplifier room were requested. We requested that the

scientific chill and freeze rooms and the explosives stowage be reduced in

volume. We stated our need for large hatches for vertical loading of the

scientific areas plus monorails for horizontal movement of equipment. a e d

i Hudson Laboratories did not iequire the proposed bulbous bow, and we were

z concerned that it might be damaged by ground tackle or cable during deep anchoring

Wevolutions. We insisted on provision for a scientific radio bacilry separate

and distinct from the ship's covideidations equinment. We requeated more detailed

informatlon on the auxiliary propulsion equipmethe since problems had occurred with

the brw propulsion unita on other research and survey vessels. We stipulated that

we did not consider a waste heat drstilling plont satisfactory since we frequently

anchored on station for lodg periods during which the main propulsiow diesles

would not be operated. s

iroratono te uxlir poplsoneuime snc roles adocur3-wt
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We specifically requested that the crew include an electrician, boatswain,

machinist-plumber and a deck machinery maintenance man. Thl USNS GIBBS had in-

cluded all of the above except the maintenance man. Beca'•se ef the lack of the

deck machinery maintenance man, a good deal of the day-ro-day preventative and

corrective maintenance work was postponed to the annual shipyard period which was

an unsatisfactory and expensive alternative.

We reouested scientific bertLing to be provided in the form of rooms for

two with contiguous heads and showers. In lieu of laundry service, we requested

that a washing machine and dryer be available for use by individuals.

We specified the machine tools and welding equipment for the machine shop

and stated that we wished to share the facilities with the ship's force. In

addition to instrumented vans, we stated that we frequently installed portable

winches which required deck stiffening and power outlets. We were concerned

that the midship well called for was too small for most uses and yet removed a

great deal of labor-tory space since it pierced many decks and would require

considerable stiffening. In lieu of the well, we requested a cable well on one

deck in order that the ship could function as a rudimentary cable layer.

We recommended many other features including low-pressure and high-pressure

(5000 psi) air service, a built-in hydraulic oil service tank, gas bottle stowage,

good open deck and overboard lighting, scientific boatswain's lockers, etc.

Our recommendations for handling gear, communications, electronic and nav-

igation gear and power requirements are included in Appendix B.
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V PRELIMINARY CATAMARAN STUDIES

Just a few weeks after reviewing the above information, we received

preliminary data covering a catamaran hull being designed for use as a sub-

marine rescue vessel (ASR). BuShips had proposed use of a eimilar hull for

a research vessel in place of the conventional hull discussed above. Some

of the ASR's characteristics were as follows:

Length overall - 234 ft 6 in.

Length between perpendiculars - 210 ft

Maximum beam - 86 ft

Beam - each hull 26 ft

Freeboard - main deck - 16 ft

Draft - 19 ft

Displacement full load - 3200 tons

Sustained speed - 16 knots

Endurance at 13 knots - 10,000 miles

Shaft hp - 6,000

Geared diesel drive

It appeared that a catamaran would provide a n.nber of major advantages

over a new design for a conventional hull. For example, laboratory space avail-

able is much greater on a catamaran of the same tonnage as a conventional ship.

The large metacentric height inherent in the catamaran design provides great

stability during the handling of heavy equipment and provides a very large

growth potential. Great flexibility of equipment arrangement is possible when

a ship's stability is not critical. With the catamaran, it is possible to

satisfy the needs of laboratories dedicated to stern, side and well launching
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of equipment with sufficient room forward for deep sea anchoring and for

simultaneous launching of equipment forward and aft (providing the aeparation

essential to prevention of tangling of lines). However, the original %SR

design did not provide sufficient work area at the stern. With twin aQ.'tw

widely separated, good maneuverability is possible.

Some reservation existed in our minds concerning use of a catamaran.

In which direction does one steer in heavy seas? It may be that it is not best

to head into them and take the waves becween the hulls. Is a ship with a roll

period in the order of 5 seconds urcomfortable to ride for a long period of

time? Will we be able to deep anchor such a ship from one bow without resorting

to the use of a huge cable and winch? What experience exists in the operation

of large catamarans? Some of these questions were answered and some must be

explored after the vessel is completed.

A meetlng of the Ship's Characteristics Board was convened on May 6, 1966

to discuss the proposed Hudson Laboratories oceanographic vessel. BuShips

recommended a catamaran or. the basis cf technical advantages and earlier delivery.

We have already discussed the basic technical advantages above. To meet our

scientific requirements, a conventional hull would have to be larger then the

306-ft ship covered in the original characteristics. The cost of the 3G6-ft

ship was estimated to be $12.5 million for the lead vessel and $11.1 million

for the follow-on vessels. The catamaran hull was estimated at $14.5 million

for the lead vessel and $13.0 million for the follow-on ships. Since the

conventional hull vessel was too small for our needs, this priee would rise with

an increase in size. The catamaran cost would be reduced since the research

version really represented a follow-on to the ASR to a degree. It should be
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noted that the catamaran costs included provision for the electronic and hanoling

equipment installed on the USNS SILAS BENT plus $.5 million but less the ship-

bocrd survey system. 4

it was felt that the novel catamaran approach would be approved even if

the cost exceeded the $13.8 million programmed. In addition, it was suggested

that a multiple ship order (that is AGORs and ASRs) mighc be placed to reduce

the cost further.

Model hull tests had already been run at David Taylor Model Bazin. One

interesting result of taese tests was the fact that the ship could maintain its

heading if only one shaft was in use utilizing a 3-degree rudder angle.

M-STS requested a design allowing for unattended engine rooms. Cost of

automation and controls was a big factor in the decision to disallow this

reques. In addition, Coast Guard regulations do nct allow this as yet. A

central!zpd main propulsion control station and an after control station were

to be provided. MSTS estimated that & crew of 16 officero, 1 CPOs and 37 men,

totaling 58, would be re-,uired. With the unmannced engine rooms, their crew

estimate was 49.

Upon agreement of all parties involved that the catamaran hull approach

ahould be pursued, the preliminaxy characteristics for this vessel were pro-

mulgated by the SCB on May 13, 1966 (Appendix C).
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VI COMMENTS AND PROBLEMS INVOLVED WIIH SCB PRELIMINARY
CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE CATAMARAN RESEARCH VESSEL

The catamaran ASR plans were reviewed along with the characteristics.

Very little working deck space was available at the stern of the ASR. The

deckhouse aft provided areas far in excess of cur scientific needs and the

center well area was larger than we required on an AGOP, even considering

handling of a deep submersible vehicle from this location. The Bureau of

Ships structural people required three athwartship strength bulkheads aft,

which would run from the 02 level to the keel. We requested that the existing

bulkheads be relocated to frames 70, 82 and 94, thereby providing a large

stern slot through which heavy equipment could be launched or streamed. The

resulting after deckhouse was reduced in size as was the center well. This

change was approved by BuShips.

We were informed that both hulls forward of the forward deckhouse

would be covered to the 01 level. It was suggested that one hull could be

used for conventional anchoring and the other for deep anchoring. Calculations

revealed that the catamaran should be anchored from a point on its centerline. 7

The frontal wind area presented by the catamaran was very large compared to the

GIBBS area. It was determined that the former could be anchored utilizing

3/4-in. diameter, 3 x 19, elevated yield strength wire rope under the same

'weather conditions that the GIBBS had been anchored satisfactorily on a 5/8-ina.

diameter, 6 x 19, extra improved plow steel rope, Studies were made to determine

if the anchoring could be accomlished from ox.a bow and then the load shifted to

the ship's centerline. It was finally decided that a large U-frame would be

required to straddle the bows and provide this ceriterline point

7 H. C. Beck, Preliminary Calculations and Considerations for Deep Anchoring
Proposed Catamaran AGOR-16 (Hudson laboratories Tech. Me.o No. 80, April 20, 1967).
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It was proposed that th po'ie. plant ehould consist of two separate

plants, ene in each hull. They were to be gear~ed diesel drives with variable

pitch propellers. Sloy" speed propulsion would be available by use of one of

the four main diecels running at one-third of its rated losd. On thia bsais,

we were willing to traee-off the so called quiet propulsion plant, thereb7

eliminating the gas turbine power anit and proposed auxiliary electric drive.

A preliminary list of handling gear for the catamaran was submitted to

BuShips ivu mid-May 1966. In general, the wincres were the same type and rating

as specified for the proposed conventional hull AGOR. Deviations from the

conventional hull list reflected the differ-Face in configuration presented by

the catamaran, as for example, th2 ferward U-frame structure bridging the

hulls for bcw anchoring, stern handling crane and q3-to- traveling crane mid-

eh, tp. This list of handling gear is presented in Appendix D of this report.

Preliminary cost estimate of the handling gear alone, including the wire rope

and cable, totaled $991,000.

Prior to developing equipment lists, and in spite -f the fact that we

were not at all sure that the picposad cat .aakae wculd be built or ccnfigured

in the manner that we had dirctsaed with BuShips, we made preliminary layouts

of all of the compartments which we felt could be utilized for scientific

purposes. This wes tm)st t-seful to us in determining where hanoiing gear

3hould be placed, and accesses should be provided. It was also of great use

to BR itps In the determination of costs.

Of great concern to all parties involved were the cost estimates for

the ship and Its equipage. We had been warned by the Office of Naval Research

!A

that there would be no fi~nding available to Hudson Laboratoriee for outfttting
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the ship and that we must ask for everything required as part of the %otal

pockage. It was our feeling that some compromise might have to be arrived

at in order that we get a useful ship with at least the hard core of the

scientific suite and handling gear. We prepared an equipment trade-off list

Zor the ship categorizing certain features and equipment as being (a) not

essential, (b) equipment required but which could be added later without

incurring great additional cost, and (c) items for which substitutes would

be acceptable representing a savings.

Elimination of the quiet, low-speed propulsion provided a potential

substantial saving in money. Estimates averaged $400,000 on this item alone.

Our willingness to eliminate this requirement was based upon information re-

ceived that the main propulsion diesels would not carbon up when run for

lengthy periods at one-third of rated load. The main propulsion plant of

the AGOR catamaran now became identical to that of the ASR. Hudson Labor-

atories recommended the deletion of a seismic profiler which included an

onboard amplifier system, readout equipment, and transducers. It was felt

that this would reduce the overall cost by about $100,000. Items in category

(a) totaled approximately $500,000.

Items which fit category (b) above included the midship's overhead crane

system. We recommended that, if this system were to be added later, the sup-

ports and the structure should be part of the ship as delivered. Potential

cost saving was not developed on this particular item. Wire rope and cable

specified in the Handling Gear List could be installed at a later date.

Estimated savings in this category were frora $95,000 to $100,000. Other items

which could be added at a later date included the portable cable-laying well

(back tensioning equipment to be installed initially), radar repeater in the
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navigation laboratory (savings approximately $20,000), time code generator

(savings approximately .5,000), magnetometer (savings estimated $15,000 to

$20,000), power amplifiers for driving the acoustic sources (savings about

$40,000 -- cooling, power cables, and power distribution cabling to be pro-

vided as part of the ship). The items ln category (b) totaled close to

$250,000.

Category (c) items included replacement of the 30 electronically

stabilized fathometer, with an estimated cost installed of more than $300,000,

with a mechanically stabilized unit. Several substitutions appeared to be

satisfactory. This represented a potenLial savings of about 9240,000. The

electronically stabilized unit was specified since it was a major part of the

electronic suite provided on the AGS-26. A Mark XIX gyro was required for

use with the 3 fathometer and would be unnecessary for the mechanically

stabilized unit. It was recoimnended that the Mark XIX gyro be replaced with

a less costly unit representing a szving of about $25,000. A saving of

approximately $45,100 could be realized by substitution of various electronic

equipment. Total savings represented by all caterogies listed atove was

over one million dollars,

In addition to the possible deletions ane rubstitutions which would

result in savings described above, other substitutions and deletions ware

suggested. We recoim-nded that the four sea chests be deleted in favor of

three instrument wells. We stated that a UQC would be satisfactory rathzr

than a WQC underwater telephone. We requested installation of a satellite

receiver and felt that this should not be deleted. In addition, we felt that

the laboratory power requirements could be reduced from 300 kW to 100 kW of

440 volt 3 phase power.
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Because of lingering doubts about catamarans in general, arrangements

were made with Reading & Bates to visit the world's largest catamaran, the

S.S. E. W. THORNTON. In June of 1966, the authors together with Mr. H, A.

Meier, Project Engineer for the catamaran from the Naval Ship Engineering

Center, visited this vessel in the Gulf of Mexico in the are. of Tuxpan,

Mexico. This was a much larger vessel (8500 tons) than the one we were

considering for research use (Fig. 22). It is uttlized as a drilling plat-

form and is generally moored in an eight point moor in middle depths of

water (1000 ft or so). Discussions with the Master of the vessel revealed

that very little experience had been gained in underway operations in rough

weather since the vessel had deyarted ite building yard for the station

where we boarded her. While moored, feler, and during a storm with heavy

seas, damage was sustained to both 'ulls while the ship was held down by her

mooring lines. The heavy seas, passing between the hulls, created sealed

air pockets which were compressed with the passage of the waves. Thiu

pressure buckled the skin and structure of the hulls inboard. To prevent a

recurrence of this, additional framing was provided. The hulls of this ship

were asymmetrical, but the beam of each hull was quite large in relation to

the space between the hulls, and the freeboard to the main deck between the

hulls was quite a bit less than that proposed for the research catamaran.

In June 1966, BuShips estimated the cost of the catamaran based on the

preliminary characteristics without deletions or trade-offs at $16.0 million.

Funding available was $13.5 million. The Chief of Naval Research requested

information on the cost breakdown and asked for guidance as to what items

could be considezed for reduction or deletion to bring the cost estimate within

the money available. He asked that consideration be given to the reduction of
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the speed of the ship and gross tonnage. He pointed out that coumuercial

maritime specifications were acceptable in most areas of the design in lieu

of military requirements.

On August 22, 1966 the Naval Ships System Command responded to the Chief

of Naval Research's letter reporting the results of additional studies con-

ducted as an aid in reducing the cost of the catamaran. One proposal that

had been examined was to use two, rather than four, diesel engines locating

both in the same hulh ior minimum manning and using an electric drive in each

ht,11. It was reported that the added cost of the electric drive would exceed

the savings from using fewer diesels. A second proposal was to use two, rather

than four, diesels each in a separate hull. The original sustained speed of

16 knots would be reduced to about 13 knots. Machinery costs would be reduced

in the order of $250,000 and there would be no personnrl decrease. Consideration

was given to the use of two diesels with greater horsepower, one in each hull.

This would increase ship speed above the previous scheme, but the cost would be

higher and, therefore, initial savings would be less.

It was felt that a 10% reduction of full load displacement would not

effect the initial cost. it was reported that commercial specifications were

already being used in place of MIL specifications to the maximum extent possible;

therefore, no savings could be made in this area.

A refined estimate for the end cost of the catamaran was reported as $17.5

million without the silent ship propulsion feature. The budget for the ship was

now stated as $13.5 million. The estimate for scientific electronic hardware

was $1.0 million and for handling gear $.8 million. It was further stated that

there was a possibility that the allowance of $.4 million for future characteristic
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changes might be waived by the Chief of Naval Operations. It was, therefore,

recommended that the Chief of Naval Research determine if the equipment and

handiing gear could be provided as government furnished material. If this

could be done, the basic ship could apparently be kept within the ship's con-

struction budget.

Revised characteristics were issued by the SCB on September 26, 1966.

The new characteristics called for the same basic hull, propulsion plant and

speed. Ptrtial automation of the propulsion plant was specified and many of

our recomnendations for reduction of, or changes to equipment were encompassed.

Winches, cranes, davits, U-frames, and the electronic suite were no longer

included in the characteristics. Only provision for space, weight, foundations,

and cabling was to be provided for this equipment. The proposed crew was cut

to 11 officers, 2 CPOs and 32 enlisted for a total of 45.

On October 17, 1966 the Naval Ships Systems Command informed the Chief

of Naval Operations that the cost of the ship based upon the above character-

istics was estimated at $14.8 million for the lead vessel and $13.2 million

for the follow-on vessel. It was recommended that the ship be cancelled from

the program on thb basis that insufficient funding existed for the bare ship.

A full board meeting of the Ship's Characteristics Board was held in

late October 1966. The Naval Ship Engineering Center was charged with carrying

out feasibility studies for a revised preliminary design to bring the ship cost

within the funds available. The Oceanographer of the Navy was charged with the

responsibility of budgeting for the scientific, electronic and handling gear.

This funding was to be derived from the Navy's operating funds rather than from

the ship construction funds.
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In its studies, NavSec redu~ced the beam of each hull from 26 ft to 24 ft.

It appeared that the tonnage would be approximately 3000 tons with a draft of

18.5 ft. The waterline length of the revised design was increased to 220 ft without

a change in the overall length of the ship. The overall beam of the ship waz re-

duced to 80 ft, thereby reducing the distance betireen hulls to 32 ft. One main

propulsion diesel engine was deleted from each hull. The remaining twu engines

were capable of propelling the ship at 13.5 knots. A detailed study of propulsion

at creep speeds was made and NavSec recoamrended that one 165 brake horsepower diesel

engine be added to each shaft to improve plant operation and reliability at these

low speeds. Hudson Laboratories personnel were very unhappy about the reduction

in speed to 13.5 knots and, on this basis, ONR requested that the speed be in-

creased to 15 knots. A complete study of propulsion schemes was made by NavSec.

Naturally aspirated engines rated at 2400 brake horsepower were finally recommended

to provide the 15-knot sustained speed requested. At a later date, slow speed

supercharged engines were specified. In addition, one 165 brake horsepower creep

engine was provided on each shaft. A ')-ft diameter controllable pitch propeller

was selected for the revised design. With this propeller, it will be possible to

sustain a speed as low as two knots using one creep engine at its minimum rpm.

M. Rosenblatt & Sons conducted a preliminary electrical load analysis based

partly upon information submitted to them by Hudson Laboratories which covered

our past experience in oceanographic ship operations. In order to assist them,

we also defined four modes of operation, each requiring various degrees of acoustic

quieting. These definitions were as follows:

8 Naval Ehip Engineering Center, T-AGOR-16, Preliminary Design Summary,
Oceanographic Research Ship, SCB Project No. 726.67, 28 June 1967, prepared
by M. Rosenblztt & Sons, Inc., New York, New York.
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1. Cruising: Ship underway in normal operation; no acoustic

isolation of main plant contemplated.

2. Creeping: Ship underway up to 4 knots. Hotel facilities,

reefers, air conditioners, pumps and machinery

operating normally. Spectrum level at 100

cycles equivalent to sea state 3 at 6000 ft for

an indefinite amount of time.

3. Semi-Quiet: Shi? dead in water. Hotel facilities, reefers,

air conditioners operating normally. Spectrum

level at 10U cycles equivalent to a sea state

zero at 6000 ft for an indefinite amount of

time.

4. Quiet: Ship dead in the water. Minimum hotel facilities,

reefers and air conditioning compressors off.

Spectrum level at 100 cycles equivalent to sea

state zero at 3000 ft for 12 hours, with a four

hour recovery period. This period can be increased

to 20 hours on Quiet by running the reefers to 100

below normal operating temperature before starting;

however, it is limited to only 48 hours by the pot-

able water supply.

The 300 kW shock mounted gas turbine generator proposed for aclentific

requirements initially was deleted. Instead, two 75 kW, 450 volt, 3 p'lase, 60

cycle shock mounted diesel generators were specified. They were to be installed

in a compartment well above the waterline. One of these generators was to supply
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scientific power and the other to supply eesential services under quiet ship

conditions. Three 350 kW, 450 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle diese. c-,•rators were

to be provided for ship's service and one 60 kW, 450 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle

diesel generator was to be provided to serve as the ship's emergency generator.

NavSec decided to reduce the number of scientists which would be accommo-

dated on board from 30 to 25. This resulted in a reduction in the crew of one

man. The general feeling at Hudson Laboratories was that we certainly favored

the reduction of costs, but we felt that there were occasions when more than

25 people would be required on board. We, therefore, requested that five

emergency berths be provided and specifically requested that the crew not be

increased nor the reefers or other stowage compartments increased in size to

accommodate .hese five scientists. Agreement was finally reached on this

point. The forward deckhouse contains all living quarters and hotel facilities.

The scientific berthing is provided on the 01 deck in double steterooms, except

for the Chief Scientist's stateroom which is a single room. All berths are

lower berths.

During the period that NavSec was revising the preliminary design to

bring costs within the budget, the Hudson Laboratories technical personnel were

working with NavSec, the Program Manager's Office, and M. Rosenblatt & Sons to

develop interior layouts of the laboratories, equipment lists, power budgets,

and general layouts which were compatible with the structural and operational

requirements of the ship. Hudson Laboratories also maintained a continuing

liaison with MSTS to keep them informed of developments in areas in which they

had a major interest, and o insuri that their interests and ours were cowpatible.

We were allowed to do this through the good offices of Mr. Gary Jayne of the

Instrumented Ships Project Office (PMS-5), Mr. J. J. Kleinheinz, Project

Dir :tor for NavSec, and Mr. Richard Venabie of Naval Ships Systeams Coumand.
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In a departure from normal practice, we were allowed to work directly with

the Navai architects, M. Rosenblatt & Sons, who were located conveniently in

New York City. This led to considerable savings in both time and money when

compared to the usual procedure of reviewing the Naval architectural plans

after they were completed and making comments requiring subsequent changes.

We were allowed to provide the architect with our preliminary drawings and

discuss our need& prior to his preparation of drawings and specifications,

with which we concurred. In order for such an arrangement to work, a true

spirit of cooperation must exist, and it should be reported that the RosenblatZ-

orga•ization cooper&ted in every way. We, in turn, had to prcvide timely infor-

marion, drawings, specificatiens, and equipment lists.

Preliminary plans for the for-aard U-frame bridging the hulls were developed

jointly. The midstdp's traveling crane was abandoned in favor of a centerline

crane eimilar to the stern crane which can be layed flat to act as a beam and

fairlead for handling equipmnt through the center well. This crane .an be

lined conveniently for loading in the center well area and through hatches to

the laboratories.

4.

A
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VI! GENERAl t"RP.NGEHENT Or` AFPROVED DESIGN

On March 15, 1967 the approved characteristics for the catamaran research

ship were promulgated by the Chief of Naval Operations. These characteriszics

as amended on 5 March 1968 are iacluded in this report as Appendix E.

Figure 23 is a much publicized arcisr's version of the AGOR-!6. Shown in

the photograph of the model (Fig. 24) are changes to the 02 level of the after

deckhouse, removal of the doors en the 01 deck ztarboard hull serving the star-

board U-frame forwLrd, replacement of the small U-frame forware ýetweeu the

hulls with a large bridging frame and general updating of the conflguration.

Figure 25 is a compilation of scientific areas, showing a compar 4 son of

the AGOR-16 to the USNS GIBBS. The areas available on the catamaran are

greater in every category; the laboratory apace is mcre than three times that

available on the GIBBS, and storage, miscellaneous szaLee, and weather deck

areas are considerably larger. In laying out the ecientific area8, it was

readily apparent that Htdson Laboratories could not effectively use all of

the space initially available to it. dhowever, far from representing a aaste

of apace, these additional areas represent great future potential,

General arrangements of the hold and firat pla;.form are not presented in

this report since they are of limited interest from the scientific standpoint.

Figure 26 is an arrangement plan of the second deck. In general, most of the

area forward of frame 52 is reserved for MSTS operstions and crew berthing.

The starboard hull forward has one area for scientific stowage which lies

beneath a material handling area. The off iers' laundry in the port hull in the

vicinity of frame 50 is to be shared with the scientific group and is a 3elf-

service facility, The starboard hull aft of frame 52 contains a scientific
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stowage area with e large overhead hatch in the main deck. This hatch is

serviced by the midship rctating crane. A small gravity meter room is

provided for future installation of equipment. It is located as near to

the center of gravity of the ship as possible. An auxiliary winch unit

is located aft of the scientific stowage area. A full description of this

unit and of all other handling gear will be given in a later section of

this report. An instrument well is located in this area and runs from the 1
tuain deck through the bottom of the ship. Two other wells are i-rovided, one

ia the port hull at the same frame and one forward in the port hull at about

frame 19. Theae wells are located orthogonally and are equally spaced from

the centerline of the ship. They are identical in diameter and specification

to the wells provided on the USNS MISSION CAPISTRANO (T-AG 162) for its

dynamic position keeping system.9 In the case of the catamaran, It is proposedA i3

that an acoustic tracking and/or acoustic locating system will be installed

eventually similar to the AC Defense Research Laboratories of General Motors

Corporation equipment installed on the USNS MISSION CAPISTRANO. Each of these

wells is provided with a removable bottom seat which supports a hydrophone

arm. The hydrophone head is extended well below the skin of the ship. Each

of these wells will be provided with a bolted cover plate. They can be used

for deploying instrumentation other than hydrophones.

In the starboard hull aft of the auxiliary winch room, an extremely

coimodius photographic laboratory is provided. This room is quite a bit larger T

than is required and additional equipment may be installed at a later date.

9H. C. Beck and J. Ess, A Dynamic Position Keeping System Installed Aboard
the USNS MISSION CAPISTRANO (T-AG 162), Volume T: Preliminary Design Con-
sideration and Installation (HL Artemis Report No. 65, Vol. I, August 196F;.
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Aft of this space, two very large scientific stowage areas are provided. The

forward compartment can be loaded using either of the rotating cranes through

the ladder well. Double access doors are provided, and it is proposed to

equip the overhead of this space with monorails for distribution of heavy

gear. The aftermost of the two scientifIc stowage gear rooms is serviced by

a large overhead hatch which can be loaded using the stern crane. It is pro-

posed to equit this compartment and an equivalent compartment in the port hull

with monorails. All stowage areas will be equipped with tie-down rings, battens,

tie-down pipes, etc.

The port hull will be provided with a fairl-7 large machine shop, ship

fitting and welding shop. These areas are to be shared with the ship's crew,

but maintenance and upkeep is to be provided by MSTS personnel permanently

assigned to the ship.

A personnel day room, scientific office and library combination, and a

humidity-controlled scientific storeroom utilize the remaining space in the

port hull. It is proposed .o store magaetic tapes, computer punch cards, and

other humidity sensitive materidls in this storeroom. Fore and aft accessibility

is quite good on this deck with an inboard passageway running most of the length

of each hull. Vertical accessibility for personnel and equipment is also satis-

factory.

Figure 27 is a general arrangement plan of the main deck of the catamaran.

This deck is a weather deck from frame 52 to frame 72 and from frame 96 aft.

Chain lockers for the conventional ship's anchoring and also for the scientific

deep sea anchoring are provided forward in each hull. A large traction winch

room is provided, straddling the centerline forward, and an auxiliary winch room

is provided in the starboard hull in the same general area. Hatches in the deck
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--- Of...... islatLeL space service a stowage compartment below. Equipment

can be hoisted through these hatches by means of the U-frame mounted above on the

01 deck. A monorail is provided in the overhead of the starboard passageway for

purposes of moving equipment from the center of the ship forward to the auxiliary

winch room. The balance of the forward deckhouse is used for hotel facilities

and ship's operations areas, such as the central engineering oprating station.

A 32-ft x 16-ft center well is provided amidships. A folding hatch cover

will be provided and will be opened and closed using one of the scientific

winches. Services for portable scientific vans are provided on the main deck,

midship area on the port side. A control station, fairleads, U-frame, and

platform are mounted in the midship area on the starboard side to be used in

conjunction with the auxiliary winch located below.

The after deckhouse is basicallv restricted to scientific use. A 32-ft

x 24-ft electronics laboratory is provided, straddling the centerline of the

ship. A power amplifier room is located adjacent to this laboratory with

access via an arched opening. A wet laboratory is adjacent to the electronics

laboratory over the starboard hull qnd is to be equipped with large freeze and

chill compartments. A large mechanical engineering laboratory with adjacent

calibration and test facilities is provided in the after deckhouse. In addition,

a personnel day room, data processing room, ready service ammunition locker,

scientific boatswain's locker and scuba gear locker are provided. It should be

mentioned that this plan has been revised. The day room has been interchanged

with the mechanical engineeri;ag calibration and test laboratory, since Coast

Guaid regulations prohibit having ammunition handling areas adjacent to personnel

habitation areas.
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II
The fairly apasTous open deck area at the fantal! contains two large

londiy~g h-tches, one in each hull, for servicing the stowage compartments

below. A sterm slot is provided for the launching cf gear and a stern U-frame

and platform are pzovided for the starboard hull, bervlciug the after auxiliary

winch which is mounted on the 02 deck. A BT winch and boom are located over

the port hull aft.

Figure 28 is the general arrangement plan of the 01 deck of the ship.

This is the weather deck of the ship forward of the forward deckhouse. A

large U-frame straddling the hulls is provided forward. Conventional and deep

sea anchor and chain handling gear is provided on both hulls. Control stations

for the forward tracticn winch and forward auxiliary winch are provided. These

control stations have good visibility to the U-framea and the overboarding

sheaves that the winLhes serve, and provide for physcial occess!Iliity to the

winches themselves. The remainder of this deck in the forward deckhouse is

utilized for hotel facilities for the scientific party and for a few members

of the crew.

The after deckhouse is again reserved primarily for sciehtifte use. A

main electronic recording laboratory is provided, which is identical in 'ize

to the electronics laboratory below it on the main deck. A haLch is provided

in the deck of the main recording laboratory in order that equipment may be

lowered Lo the laboratory below. The :otating crane servicing the midship area

can be utilized for loading through a batch in the overhead of this laboratory

and then through the hatch in the deck. Electronic spare ;arts stowage and a

repair shop are provided adjazent to the main recording laboratory. A navigation

laboratory, scientific radio room, computer room, data processing area and sm<ll

office take up the remaindef of the deckhouse on this level. A 16-f, Boston

whaler in provided for scientiftic *:se.
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A partial deckhouse is provided on the 02 level atop the after deckhouse

on the port side. This Is shown in Fig. 24, The after inboard corncr of thle

deckhouae has a control station for operating the after traction winch and the

after auxiliary wineh, components of which are located within this deckhouse.

An operator has good visibility for operating these winches when they are

fairled either aft through the after crane or through the after U-frame in

the starboard hull or forward through the forward rotating crane. Another

winch operating station is provided in the inboard forward corner of this

same deckhouse overlookivig the center well, A small enclosed control stand

is located over the starboard hull aft on the 02 deck for control of main

propulsion when streaming gear aft.

Figures 29 through 33 are additional photographs of the model of the

subject vessel. The after mast is a dual structure with an internal ladder

provided in one leg for iccesa to a scientific antenna platform. A dual leg

structure was ubed since fore-aft access is required along the centerline for

fairleading of cables to the two cranes from the winch traction unit which is

mounted between the legs of the after mast ([ee Fig, 29). An after range light .A

was required on the centerline of the vessel and an offset aingle leg structure

aft would require a crossarm at the top to provide this light on the centerline.
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VIII REVIEW OF DETAILED COMPARTMENT LAYOUTS, T-AGOR-16

A. Second Deck

1. Machine Shop

The AGS-26 machine shop was used as a guide in laying out the catamaran's

shop. The details of the arrangements on the catamaran are shown in Fig. 34. A

list of the equipment in this compartment follows:

MACHINE SHOP

Drawing, NAVSHIPS No. and
Quantity Description Commercial Equivalent or Equal

I Tool shelf, metal

I Shelves and tool board, metal

1 Tool cabinet Equipto Co.
No. 70-8

I Lathe, engine, 19 in. x 42 in. LeBlond Co.
centers, complete with equipment, "Regal"Model No. 17E5
atiachments and accessories

1 Grinder, bench, 1/2 HP with drill Rockwell-Delta Co.
grinding attachments No. 23-200, 7 in.

1 Milling machine, with one chuck Kearney & Trecker Co.
for Model K universal spiral Model 205-SA
dividing head and complete with
equipment, attachments and acces-i sories

1 Waste can, oily, galvanized steel, RR-C-114
with hinged cover, Type I, Size C

1 Drill press, floor type, 20 in., Rockwell-Delta Co.
round column, 1 HP

I Hydraulic press, 25 ton, hand K. R. Wilson, Inc.
operated Model 37-R
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MACHINE SHOP (Continued)

Drawing, NAVSHIPS No. Pnd

Quantity Description Comnercial Equivalent or Equal

1 4-1/2 in. vise, bench and pipe L. S. Starret Co.
Cat. No. 8

2 Steel bench, 4 ft long x 28 in. Equlpto Co.

wide x 34 in. high (6 drawers 240-4 and 240-4A
added)

Stool, steel Jamestown Metal Co.
No. 14

Vise, machinist, 6 in. Wilson Tool Mfg. Co.
Cac. No. 600S

1 each Steel storage unit for jig, die Equipto Co.
and tools 1164 and 1198

2. General Workshop

The ship fitters and welding shop, now referred to as the general work-

shop, is to be used primarily for structural work, cutting and welding. Historically,

Hudson Laboratories had provided their own ship fitting personnel to provide tie-

downs, stowage facilities and temporary structures. The equipment contained in

this general workshop is as follows:

I: GENERAL WORKSHOP

Drawing, NAVSHIPS No. and
Quantity Description Commercial Equivalent or Equal

1 Waste can, oily, galvanized steel, RR-C-114
hinged cover, Type I, Size C

Metal stock rack, 12 ft long x 3 ft
wide x 8 ft high

Welding slab, Type B 5000-S9102-841140
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GENERAL WORKSHOP (Continued)

Drawing, NAVSHIPS No. and

,4Lantit Description Commercial Equivalent or Equal

I Power hacksaw, 6 in. x 6 in. Marvel Co.
Type II, Size 3 Model No. 6

1 Arc welder, 300 amp portable MIL-W-80019
generator set, Type B

1 Stool, steel Jamestown Metal Co.
No. 14

1 Welding curtain, Type A, Grade A, SS-C-466
Class I

I Vise, 6 in., machinists L. S. Starret Co.

Model Cat. No. 326

1 Workbench, 4 ft long x 28 in. wide Equipto Co.
x 34 in. high Ser 245-4A

1 Workbench, 4 ft long x 28 in. wide Equipto Co.
x 34 in. high with bonded wood top Ser 227-4

1 Test switchboard, general purpose 815-1853036

3. Personnel Day Room, Scientific Office and Library

The personnel day room and scientific office and library, located In

the port hull on this deck, contain facilities for off-duty relaxation of

scientific personnel. The day room may also be used as a ready room, or

conference reor. The library offers an area for relaxation during ofL*

hours in a quiet atmosphere and a reference area for engineering and

scientific literature. No detailed layouts of these areas are presented

here, since they are only equipped with furniture.

4. Photographic Laboratory

Figure 35 illustrates the layout of the photographic laboratory

located in the starboard hull on the second deck. Naval Research Laboratory
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plans call for the coanersion of this laboratory to a combined photographic,

biochemi.cal laborztory. The proposed list of equipment originally to be

supplied by Hudson Laboratories was as follows:

FHOTOGRAPHIC LUBOPRTORY

Drawing, NAVSHIPS No. and
Quantity Description Conmnercial Equivalent or Equal

2 Work table, 5 ft long x 24 in. Kern Metal Company
Uide x 37 in. high No. 9M736

I Microfilm reader Remington Rand Co.
Serial No. 420

I Processor Kodak Ektamatic
Model 218-K

SContact printer, Type A-1lB Morse Instrument Co.
Spec. No. 75-219-B

1 Printing table, 8 ft 1-1/2 in. Kern Metal Co.
long x 27 in. wide x 37 in. high No, 9N562

1 Refrigerator - 4 cubic ft, Type I MIL-R-19003

I Wall storage cabinet, 35 in. long Kem Metal Co.
x 12 in. wide x 29 in. high No. IM641

2 Shelves, 22 ft 0 in. long x 12 in.
wide

1 Film enlarger, 8 imm to 4 in. x 5 in. Besseler Co.
Model 45M Series

I Telephone, dial

2 Stool, with cushion Fisher Scientific Co.
No. 91-251

1 Dark room developing table, Kern Metal Co.
11 ft 3 in. long x 31 in. wide No. 9M572
x 46 in. high

1"<
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Drawing. NAVSHIFS No. and
Quantity Description Commercial Equivalent cr Equal

I Sink, photographic, hot and cold
faucets, filter and hookup con-
nections, temperature control

I Sink, hot and cold faucets, fresh
water and cold sea water

Dryer, rotary Sinmplex Specialty Co.
Model No. 620

1 Table, adjustable, 36 in. Besseler Adjusta-;able
x 36 in. No. 8975

1 Wall storage Cabinet, 47 Ln. long Kem Metal Co.
x 12 in. vide x 29 Li. high No. IM642

B. Main Deck

The working area: of major 'Acerest to the scientific and engineering

community forward of frame 72 are lziLted - overbearding facIlities and equip-

ment, and will be discussed in i;ter 6ec~ion. Provision has been made for

stowage of bottom cores on z!. -.;.ttlior bulkhead at fraine 72 on the port side.

1. Maio Electrorics -_ratorv

The arrai:oemer: ,,• the extremely conmodious main deck electronics

laboratory is shown i% •'ig. 36. Ready access is provided from this laboratory

to the center well area forward and to the athwartship passageway aft of the

laboracory which leads to other scientific areas. The amplifier roam, which is

really an adjunct of the electronics laboratory, is accessible through an arch

and a door scparates the electronics laboratory from the wet laboratory located

over the starboard hull.

As described in the general arrangement secti.on, equipment can be installed

in the electronics laboratory through the overhead hatch shown in the figure by
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using the midships crane and/or handling gear lccated in the main recording

laboratory on the 01 level. Provision has been made for mounting forty 22 in.

x 22 in. x 6 ft hizh racks in the electronics laboratory. The types of operations

carried out by Hudson Laboratories in the past required an almost complete inter-

change of equipment at each port call. When three-month cruises were required,

equipment aboard the GIBBS and other ships used by the Laboratories had to he

removed from the laberatory spaces and interchanged with other equipment in the

storage holds. It appeared that the size of the catamaran laboratories would

preclude the need for storing racks in holds. It is possible to mount and test

out electronic systems in a laboratory of this size before the ship leaves port,

and to have it ready for use several months later at a remote location. A multi-

tude of experiments, large and small, can be set up in advance with this arrangement.

Although the figure indicates only racks in the spaces, we planned on providing a

series of modular components, such as desks, file cabinets, parts cabinets, work

tables specialized recording equipment which is considerably larger than the

standard racks, etc. An area in the basement of the facilities at Dobbs Ferry

was to be set aside for the physcial layout of these modules and interconnection

of wiring between racks on a tcet basis prior to loading of the ship. Complete

flexibility was to be the keynote. The method of holding the racks and modular

equipment in place is shown in a later figure in the section describing the main

recording laboratory.

Various repeaters were to be installed in a panel mounted on a stanchion

adjacent to one of the portable workbenches providing a "conmmand area". Power

ducts are scheduled to be mounted in the overhead to feed thZ rack spaces from

behind. Open wireways are provided in front of the proposed rack areas for t.-

temporary installation of signal cables specific to each experiment. These wires

can be led to a patch panel for distribution elsewhere on the ship.
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2. Electronic Shop (Power Amplifier Room)

Figure 37 is a layout of one of the electronic shops, which is

actually a power amplifier room. The electronic shop contains two 10 KW

power amplifiers permanently installed and ore semi-portable 5 KW unit

intended originally for installation aboard the USS ALLEGHENY. The 10 KW

units can be operated in parallel and a power distribution junction box is

provided which is the origin of a power distribution network connecting to

all of the winch areas and overboarding areas of the ship. Utilizing chis

network one can power acoustic sound sources loweree from any part of the

ship through power slip rings which have been mounted on most winch drums.

3. Data Processing Laboratory

Figure 37 also shows a data processing laboratory which has considerable

counter space and was to be used for examination of pen recorder records, etc.

4. Wet Laboratory

The wet laboratory is illustrated in Fig. 38. Hudson Laboratories

scientists planned on using this area ior analysis of water samples obtained

by Nansen bottle casts, bottom core analysis, spectroscopy, general chemical

analysis work, nuclear trace work, etc. This laboratory is located adjacent

to the midship auxiliary winch area and is, therefore, convenient to the

source of water samples. A pass-through door is provided from the weather

deck to a rotary stowage table located just within the laboratory. Two rows

of Nansen bottle stowage racks are provided adjacent to a deep sink. Space

is provided for mounting of four electronic racks or other equipment, such as

an anatomic mass spectrometer. Fume hoods are provided for removal of gas

fumes generated in the spectroscopy work. A total of eight bottles of oxygen,
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helium and nitrogen, all used with the spectroscopy equipment, can be mounted

outside the forward bulkhead of this compartment. A microscope table is

provided and large chili and frýeeze compartments provide considerable space

for storing frozen water samples and short core sections. The chill com-

partment is convertible to freeze and vice-versa. The deck of this compartment

is masonite and it is tapered to a pair of drains, one under the Nansen rack

and one under the chemical shower head.

SThe layout of this compartment and the equipment list which follows

in the text is indicatiie of the detailed effort exerted by the engineering

personnel at Hudsoiu Laooratories in the definition of the ship and equipment

specifications.

SEQUIP T ... LIST - WET LABORATORY

Number Drawing and
Required Description Catalog Numbers Remarks

2 Stool

1 Canopy Hood, Cat. No. 2B2818-5 Kem Metal
60 x 18 x 24

! Open Leg Utility Table Cat. No. 9M717 Kem Metal

I Wall Sink Cat. No. 1D602 Kem Metal

I Electric Dryer Unit Cat. No. IM446 Kem Metal

I Fume Hood - Closed Front Cat. No. 2B24K Kern Metal

I Microscope Table Cat. No. 9M850 Kem Metal

1 Desk Chair

I Counter - Cabinet Under Cat. No. 9M710 Kemr Metal

I Base Cabinet - Cat. No. 1M21V Kern Metal
Drawer Unit
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EQUIPMENT LIST - WET LABORATORY (Ccntinued)

Number Drawing and
Reouired Description Catalog Numbers Remarks

1 Base Cabinet - Cat. No. lM225 Kem Metal
Drawer Unit

1 Titration Wall Table Cat. No. 9MI011 Kem Ifetal

2 Sliding Door Wall Cat. No. IM641 KemI Metal
Storage Case

1 Deep Slop Sink

4 Standard Electric Rack Rem-O-Rack No. 114A Premier Metal
Products

Feeduct Wire-Way (Power) Cat-S-2-10 (E) Hudson Laboratories

Flat Bar Wire-Way (Signal) Cat-S-2-10 (E) Hudson Laboratories

- Tie-Down Foundations Cat-S-2-10 (E) Hudson Laboratories

1 Nansen Bottle Stowage 630-S-001 Hudson Laboratories
(Turn Table)

2 Sediment Trap Cat. No. 910A Nalge Company
(2 gal.)

5. Mechanical Engineering Shop

The mechanical engineering shop shown on Fig. 39 is centrally located

aft with access through a passageway to other compartments forward and to the

open deck aft. This area is intended as an assembly, test, and repair area for

a variety of equipment. Double access doors on the after bulkhead to starboard

and a monorail serving these doors are provided to bring large acoustic sound

sources and other equipment into the shop area. Ovens, vacuum, mixing and

ventilation equipment are provided primarily for repairs to potted and molded

assemblies and components, particularly hydrophone arrays. Slop sinks, bench

tools, welding equipment and deck and bulkhead hold downs are provided.
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The mechanical engineering calibration and test laboratory shown on

Fig. 40 is adjacent to the aforementioned shop. It was planned to provide

this laboratory with bdLbythermograph calibration and repair facilities, halide

leak detection equipment, pressure gauge calibration equipment, and hydrophone

test and calibration equipment. A 16 in. shell converted to a 6000 psi pressure

test chamber was to be installed with the nose of the projectile penetrating

the deck within a watertight cylindrical enclosure. This shell was to be

provided by Hudson Laboratories and was to be equipped with electrical feed

through connectors for pressure test and evaluation of eiectronic gear and

hydrophones.

7. Personnel Dai Room

Reference to Fig. 27 shows a personnel day room located over the port

hull with access to the main deck aft. This room vs to be equipped with a

refrigerator, coffeemaker, toaster, scuttlebutt, etc. A similar compaitment

on tte USNS GIBBS saw extended service. It provides an area in which the

techricians who generally work on the open deck can take refuge during bad

weather or can relax during short breaks in the work schedule. Our experience

injicated that having a room of this nature close to the work area keeps the

techniciaft in one location and readily available when they are required. The

area is also very populav witb other personnel iho work withit, the laboratory

areas wnen they take a zoffee break.

8. Scientific Boatswal's Locker

Figure 27 shows the location of the sclentific boatswain locker at

the base of the after crane. Since Hidson Laboratories personnel performed
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1. Main Recording Laberatr-

The main recording laboratory is situated directly above the electronics

laboratory and is identical to it in size. Figure 41 illustrates the layout

of this compartment which is capable of holding 44 standard electronic racks.

It shouid be noted that either open or closed standard racks, as well as out-

sized equipments can be utilised with this layout. The capacity of the laboratory

could have been considerably enhanced if all racks were provided with pull,-out

draws for servicing. Instead, the layout was based on the need for access to

the rear of each rack. A small oavit is located along the starboard bulkhead

for lowering of equipment to the electronics laboratory below. A similar

hatch in the overhead is serviced by the midship rotating crane. All comments

relating to power and signal cistribution and repeaters covered in the discussion

of the electronics laboratory are pertinent to this laboratory.

Figures 42 and 43 illustrate the method 6e4aloped at Hudson to provide

rack tie downs. Keyhole shaped holes are punched through the corner structures

of a rack. A speciai fitting is inserted intc the large e.id of this keyhole

and pulled do-,n so that the button on this fitting seats in the small end of

the keyhole. A cylindrical fitting actached to a standard Camloc clawnt. engages

a fork on the special fitting. The Camloc hardware is dttached to an "L"

shaped bracket with a lip at the bottom which en-ages a bulb angle welded to

the deck. The Camloc fitting is adjustable a , it is possible to generate

large vertical loads on the rack to insure ti _t it is held in position. This

method has been usee for a number of years aboard the USNS GIBBS and has been

found to be vastly superior to methods utilizing bolts and tapped holes and is

con~siderably more flexible than methods using channels and trapped nuts. Figure
A

44 is a cros;s ectional view of the mai, recording laboratory.
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stch evolutionr as deep anchoring and did all the launching of the scientific

gear, a considerable quantity of boatswain supplies were required. A scuba gear

locker and 3000 psi air accumulator are provided In this area. 3000 psi air is

used primarily in pnetmatic acoustic sources and is supplied by a compressor in

an engine room.

9. Ready Service Room

A ready service room was initially proposed for the main deck over the

port hull adjacent to the personnel day room. It has been mentioned in an

earlier section that this room and the ma,%azine beneath it were to be trans-

ferred to the starboard hull. The ready service room specifications required

that it meet Coast Guard regulations for "on deck magazines" class nine explosives.

Stowage was to be providcd for 100 cubic ft. An anmunit 4 on hoist leading from

the below deck magazine to the ready service room with access to the main deck

art was specified.

Aboard the USNS GIB•S, it was found to be more convenient to utilize

Coast Guard approved portable vans for on deck stowage of erplosives because of

the ease of access when compared to below decks magazines. It was our intention

to pursue this policy where necessary when using the catamaran. Cap and fuse

stowage boxes were to be provided between strength members on the overheads in

after passageways far enough away from the explosives stowage to meet Coast Guard

regulations.

C. 01 Deck

Forward of frame 72, all working areas relating to the scientific mission

of the ship are confined to overboarding equipment and its associated areas which

uill be discussed in a later section.
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I. Main Recording Laboratory

The main recording laboratory is situated directly above the electronics

laboratory and is identical to it in size. Figure 41 illustrates the layout

of this compartment which is capable of holding 44 standard electronic racks.

It should be noted that either open or closed standard racks, as well as out-

sized equipment, can be utilized with this layout. The capacity of the laboratory

could have been considerably enhanced if all racks were provided with pull-out

draws for servicing. Instead, the layout was based on the need for access to

the rear of each rack. A small davit is located along the starboard bulkhead

for lowering of equipment to the electronics laboratory below. A similar

hatch in the overhead is serviced by the midship rotating crane. All coriments

relating to power and signal distribution and repeaters covered in the discussion

of the electronics laboratory are pertinent to this laborator).

Figures 42 and 43 illustrate the method developed at Hudson to provide

rack tie downs. Keyhole shaped holes are punched through the corner structures

of 3 rack. A special fitting is inserted into the large end of this keyhole

and pulled down so that the button on this fitting seats in the s-mall e-A1- of

the keyhole. A cylindrical fitting attachee to a standard Camloc, clamp engagea

a fork on the special fitting. The Camloc hardware is attached to an "L"

shaped bracket with a lip at the bottom which engages a bulb angle welded to

the deck. The Camloc fitti"- is adjulstabie and it is possible to generate

large vertical loads on the rack to insure that it is ield in position. This

-method h~s been used for ;, number of yeers aboard the USNS GIBBS and has been

found to be vastly superior to methods utilizing bolts and tapped hoWes and is

considerably more flexible than methods using channels and trapped nuts. Figure

44 is a cross sectional view of the main recording laboratory.
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The main recording laboratory was to be the center of scientific

activities aboard the ship. It will be located adjacent to the navigational

__laboratory and convenient to the scientific radio facilities and computer

room.

2. Electronic Repair Shop

Figure 45 shows the layout of the electronic repair shop adjacent to

the main recording laboratory. Parts stowage and repair facilities are provided.

Vie parts stowage area can be locked during periods when the ship is undergoing

overhaul. Bitter experience in the past aboard the USNS GIBBS has indicated

that entire areas must be well secured or losses occur. The master patch panel

for signal circuits is located in this area.

3. Research Control Center (Navigation Laboratozy)

Figure 46 provides a layout of the research control center or navigation

laboratoiv. The research control center will contain navigational equipment used

by the scientific staff inc'iding Loran "C", Omega (if provided in the future),

Decca and satellite navigation, complete with an associated computer. A request

has been made for provision of a dead reckoning tracker to be provided as

zk government furnished equipment. Space has bcen provided for the installation

of an acoustic position determining or trscking system to be used in conjV-Action

with the three instrument wells described in an earlier section. It was felt

that if the USNS MISSION CAPISTRANO were to be decommissioned in the future,

components of its position keeping system cobld be removed and put aboard the

catamaran. Consideration had been given to specifying an automatic positioning

and tracking system for the ship, but due to the shortage o' funds, this require-

ment was never inserted into the specifications. Fathometer controls, readouts

and recorders including those for the mechanically stabilized narrow beam
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fathometer are to be installed in this compartment. Underwatpr uelephone -:'t

kand a Decca radar separate and distinct from the ship's radar systerri are to be

provided, as well as junction boxes, power outlets and ship's repeaters.

4. Scientific Radio Room

The scientific radic room (Fig. 46) is to be equipped with the approved

list of equipment described in the ship's ",'aracteristics. At first glance, it

-may appear that provision of a scientific radio facility represents a redundant

requirement. Our operational experience has indicated that Lae requirements

for radio commuinications on the part of the scientific party far exceeded the

requirements for the ship's operational force. Most of the experiments carried

out were acoustic experiments which required numerous field stations and ships.

In addition, a radio facility existed at Hudson Laboratories and daily co.,muni-

cations with each vessel assigned to the laboratories was required in order to

monitor progress and to prepare for necessary longistic support.

5. Computer Room

Figure 47 shows the computer room which is laid out for the installation

of an IBM 1800 computer. A study of the actual machine to be installed in this

space was underway at the time Hudson Laboratories turned over the technical

cognizance of the ship to NRL. It is probable that this IBM machine would not

have been installed in this area and that a smaller machine with greater capacity

would have been selected. Becaus. of the high degree of uncertainty as to the

space required, the starboard bulkhead of this compartment was specified as a

portable bulkhead with a large double door in it. If more or less room is

required in the computer area, this bulkhead can be moved, thereby either

reducing or increasing the space available in the data processing laboratory.
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The scientific signal network had access to the computer room threugh a patch

panel, allowing for on line data processing. A junction box with ship's repeater

signals suitable -for computer input was to be provided.

6. Data Processing Laboratory

The data processir.g laboratory (Fig. 47) was to be equipped with a

5-ft square hatch in its overhead for future installation or removal of compuier

. components. The large double door allowed access from the data processing

laboratory to the computer room.
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Ix MECHANICAL HANDUNG GEAP

A. Forward Winch Comlex

Figures 48 thrcugh 54 show the location of the forward t-action winch

and auxiliary winch, as well as the U-frames, platform, fairleads and auxiliary

equipir.ent which serve them. These two winches meet the basic specifications

as described on pages D-1 and D-2 of Appendix D of this report. All of the

aforementioned handling gear equipment illustrations and those showing the

midship and stern areas were taken from plans drawn for the Naval Ship Engineering

Center by M. Rosenblatt and Sons. Hudson Laboratories made a considerable con-

tribution to the development cf these plans.

The forward traction winch is very similar to d Western Gear Corporation

winch first installed aboard the USNS GIBBS. A larger wire rope was required

for anchoring the catamaran and, therefore, the specification for tLe maximum

line pull was raised from 30,000 lb to 50,000 lb. In an attempt to keep the

horsepower the same as on the GIBBS winch, the line speed at the maximum pull

was reduced from 133 ft/min. to 80 ft/min. The prospective winch supplier

recommended a 200 horsepower unit and the line speed was increased to 100 ft/min.

It was proposed to use this winch primarily for deep anthoring during acoustic

experiments. Figures 48 and 50 show the traction unit, power unit and double drum

stowage unit mounted under cover on the main deck forward. The single drum stowage

unit associated with this winch is located on the second deck and is shown in

Figs. 50 and 54. This single drum unit was intended as a stowage drum for

emergency use ar.d for storing damaged sections of rope.
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Figures 48 and 50 indicate how the wire rope is led from the dual drum

stowage units to the traction unit and then up to a blozk at the 02 level shown

in the right hand view of Fig. 53. The rope then proceeds to the snatch block

hanging from the bow U-frame which is shown 4n Figs. 51 and 52. The single

drum stowage unit is fairled up through two hatches to the starboard U-frame

which serves the auxiliary winch forward. From this point, the rope is fairled

to the 02 level swivel block and then below decks to the traction unit. It

can be used for stripping one of the drums of the double drum unit or, in rare

cases, could be used for overboarding light gear via the bow U-frame or star-

board frame.

The primary use for the forward traction winch is for deep anchoring

the vessel. The sequence of steps proposed for deep anchoring is as follows:

One of the 2000-lb Navy lightweight deep sea anchors stored in pockets on the

inboard surfaces of the two hulls (see Figs. 49, 51 and 52) is lowered by means

of the deep sea anchor windlass until the connecting link joining two shots of

chain appears opposite the access scuttle indicated in Fig. 52. The bitter

end of the wire rope from the traction unit, which is fitted with an eye and

a shackle, is led through the 30-in. diameter free swivel snatch block on the

bow U-frame. Sufficient slack rope is paid out to allow the U-frame to rotate

forward against its stops. At this point, the bitter end of the cable is carried

over to the area of the scuttle and is shackled to the link joining the shots of

chain by a man inboard of the scuttle. A walkway is provided on the bow U-frame

for access to the sheave. When the shackle is secured, additional chain is paid

out by the windlass until the wire rope has taken the load. At this point, the

bow U-frame is swung aft and the wire rope hauled in until the link joining the
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two sections of chain is at the 01 deck level just forward of the folding

bulwark. A pad just off the centerline and a.ft of the bulwark is then utilized

to support a strap and shackle which is connected to the link joining the two

shots of chain. With the wire rope supporting the anchor, the link between the

two shots of chain is unshackled, the end running to the hawse pipe being sup-

ported by the strap and padeye near the bulwark. At this point, the bow U-frame

is swung out to a horizontal position against its stops and the wire rope is paid

out and the ship is anchored. The reverse procedure is used in unanchoring.

In unanchoring, the anchor flukes are tripped against the hull by a tilting

bolster below each recess in the hull. The shank of the anchor fits into a

housing and the anchor can be tied in using stabilizer ties shown in Fig. 52,

which are secured by reaching through the scuttle.

The bow U-frame is actuated by two rotary hydraulic units. The structure

will be capable of holding 50,000 lb when in the outboard position against the

stops. The hydraulic system is specified as being capable of raising the frame

while it is supporting a load of 15,000 lb and holding it in any intermediate

position off the stops with this load. The transit time from outboard to

inboard stop is specified as three minutes maximum.

The bow U-frame can be used for swinging heavy weights such as acoustic

sound sources, etc. from the 01 deck to the slot between the hulls. Any heavy

weight of this nature would have to be put in position by a dockside crane,

although smaller sources can be brought forward by means of the starboard mono-

rail which runs forward from the midship well area on the main deck level.

Equipment can then be hoisted up through the hatch under the forward starboard

U-frame and then can be skidded over to the bow U-frame area.
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Figures 48, 50 and 53 show the control platform for the forward traction

winch. A man standing on this platform is protected from the weather and yet

has a good view of the bow U-frame and overboarding block, as well as the

traction unit which is immediately below him. He has a fair view of the double

druin stowage unit, but Hudson Laboratories had proposed using two men for

operation of eithcr of the traction winches for safety. The control station

windows are provided with heaters and windshield wipers.

The forward auxiliary winch is a dual drum unit which shares the hydraulic

power pack of the forward traction unit. It cannot be used simultaneously with

the traction winch for this reason. This is not a major sacrifice, since the

overboarding location for the two winches is so close that lines would probably

tangle if simultaneous launchings were attempted. The location of the auxiliary

winch and its fairleads and auxiliary equipment are shown in Figs. 48, 50 and 54.

Both traction winches and all three auxiliary winches are similar, although in

the latter case some concessions have been made to eccommodate different wire

sizes. Similar winches were specified to be products of the same manufacturer

to reduce spare parts requirements to a minimum. The forward auxiliary winch is

rated at 20,000 lb pull at 125 ft/min. and 5000 lb pull at 500 ft/min. This

winch was to be used primarily for lowering acoustic sound sources, velocimeters,

and other auxiliary equipment. It is sufficiently remote from the stern area that

equipment may be launched from the forward U-frame while gear is being streamed

from the stern without tangling. It is also possible to launch auxiliary equip-

ment here while the ship is at anchor ,sing the bow traction winch, since this

wire rope tends to stream forward and the starboard auxiliary wire would tend aft

if any current were encountered. This is not a recommended procedure in circulating

wind areas.
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The forward auxiliary winch rope is fairled up from the main deck to a

tripod structure shown in Figs. 50 and 54. The rope can then be led over a

snatch block hanging from the starboard U-frame, This U-frame has 10 ft of

clearance between uprights at the base and 8 ft at the top with a minimum of

16 ft overhead clearance from the deck to the crossbar when the frame is in the

stowed position. It is capable of sustaining a load of 20,000 lb in any direction

when it is in the cutboard position and is capable of transiting a load of 10,000

lb. The transit time from stop to stop is 30 seconds maximum. The U-frame is

hydraulically actuated and replaces tne motorized trolley and doors specified on

page D,-2 of Appendix D. The method of deliverv of heavy equipment from the mid-

ship area to the forward area has already been described. The forward auxiliary

winch can also be fairled to the bow U-frame.

A folding platform is provided to be used in conjunction with the forward

starboard U-frame, allowing access to within two ft of the wire rope when it is

hanging vertically. This is necessary in order to fasten equipment along the

length of the rope or cable as it is being lowered. An enclosed operating station

shown In figs. 49, 50 and 54 provides cover for the winch operator with an excellent

view of the fairlead and overboarding blocks and the winch drums below. An access

ladder between the winch compartment and the control station is provided. If

only a terminal load is to be launched, one man can operate this winch once the

load has been overboarded.

Figure 51 shows a davit mounted on the 02 level and instrument well

winch which serves it. This is to be a 7 1/2 horsepower winch capable of

pulling 7900 lb at 20 ft per minute. Tracking hydrophones with sectionalized

arms can be lowered through this instrument well and the two wells in the midship

area. These units can be used in a tracking or position determining system. Other
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instruments may be lowered through these wells when the tracking hydrophones

are not utilized.

B. Midship Section

Figure 55 is a plan view of the midthip and stern handling gear.

These two areas are actually completely integrated since it is possible to

fairlead winches from one area to another. We have found this to be extremely

important from past experience since it precludes the necessity of shifting

cable from one winch to another. A number of winches are also capable of

serving one overboarding station fo: launching comtplex systems requiring a variety

of wire ropes and cable. Figures 56, 57 and 58 show the midship auxiliary winch

and its associated equipment. The specifications for this winch are the same

as for the forwa:d auxiliary winch, except that this unit has its own power

pack and one drum of the midship winch is to be fitted with an adapter which

reduces the stowage capacity to 30,000 ft of 3/16 in. diameter hydrographic

wire rope. By increasing the mean diameter of this drum, the mean line speed

is increased. The dual stowage drums and power unit are located on the second

deck. As shown in Fig. 58, the line from this winch is fairled up through the

main deck to a block hanging on a fairlead structure ord then runs to another

block which hangs on a U-frame similar in specifications to the forward star-

board U-frame. The vertical line of the rope passes two ft outboard of a

folding platform, as shown in Fig. 56. A control station with a control console

is provided with a view of the cverboarding block and of the winch drums below.

A ladder provides ao.'ess from the control station to the winch compartment in

order that one man may operate the winch oice the terminal equipment has been

launched. This winch can be fairled to the iidship crane for launching equipment
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through the center well. In addition, it can be faL*,ed through this crane aft

to one of the overboarding stations in the stern area. The midship auxiliary

winch main overboarding location is located just outside of the wpt laboratory.

It is proposed that water samples be taken at this station and that small and

medium sized corers be deployed from this area.

Figures 55 and 59 show the midship rotating crane and the center well

cover. Appendix D called for the installation of a 25-ton capacity traveling

crane. In addition, a rotating cranecf lesser capacity was required for loading

purposes. These two units were replaced with a 25-ton rotating type crane. The

specifications for this unit called for hydraulic actuation with a telescoping

boom, similar to the Pettibone Mulliken multi-crane type, modified for marine

use. This crane is rated at 50,000 lb with a 15-ft outreach and 8000 lb at a

60-ft outreach in the horizontal position. Provision will be made for passage

r• a 6-in. diameter by 12-in. long cable termination through the crane sheaves.

Specifications call for this crane to operate from the horizontal to 700 above

the horizontal. It is mounted on the 02 level of the after deckhouse and a

crane boom support is provided at the 03 level on the forward deckhouse. Two

straps are provided on the non-telescoping section of the boom on which it is

planned to hang 30-in. diameter swivel snatch blocks for fairleading purposes.

With the boom horizontal and tending forward, secured in the forward crane boom

support, one of the hanging blocks can be used as a fairlead for lowering equip-

ment through the center well, A two-part line arrangement using one block and a

fixed eye can also be utilized for lowering equipment through the well,

The center well can be utilized for launching large acoustic sound

sources with the additional potential cf handling deep submersible research

vehicles. It is recognized, however, that additional provisions will have tr be
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made for a deep retrieval system and tag lines necessary to preclude damage to

such a vehicle. Very little effort was expended in developing such a system

for the simple reason that we had never used a submersible nor were there any

plans for Hudson to acquire such a vehicle in the immediate future. It was

felt, however, that it would be inevitable that such a vehicle would have to be

handled in the future, although our thinking and the history of our experience

indicated that it might be best to handle such a device through the stern slot

using the stern crane.

M The midship crane serves as a fairlead for the after traction winch and

"after auxiliary winch. Rope or cable is fed to a pair of fixed sheaves, one of

which is fixed to the stationary base of the crane and the other which is fixed

to the rotating structure. The rope or cable between these sheaves runs on the

center of rotation of the crane. Using one of the aforementioned winches avd

this crane, the folding door over the center well can be opened or closed as

shown in Fig. 59. A control station for the after traction winch, located on

the 02 level at frame 72, overlooks the center well area and also has a view

of the 02 level of the after deckhouse.

The crane is to be provided with its own hydraulic winch capable of

I hoisting 15,000 lb at 60 ft per minute. It will have the capability of being

rotated at a minimum rate of 1 rpm under rated load at the maximum outreach

under a permanent list of 150 and a trim of 5°. Specifications call for it to

be capable of being topped through an angle of 700 in not more than 50 seconds.

A closed control cab with controls, windshield wiper, heater and communications

is to be provided. In addition, a portafle remote control unit capable of

performing topping, telescoping, rotating and hook positioning tasks will be
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provided. Figure 55 indicaLed the 60-ft radius which can be serviced by this

crane. It is capable of reaching well over the side and can be used for loading

the laboratory spaces through one of three flush watertight hatches shown on

the 02 level. Lne of these hatches leads to the data processing room adjacent

to the computer room, one leads to the starboard ladder well, and one to the

main recording laboratory. In the midship well area, the crane is capable of

servicing the large hatch in the overhead of the storeroom forward of the mid-

ship auxiliary winch, and the hatches leading to the shops in the port hull.

This crane must be uscl to raise and lower hydrophones and other instruments

through the two instrument wells located in the midship area. Use of this

crane in conjunction with a similar aFter crane allows for transfer of heavy

equipment from the stern area to the center well area, sequentially hoisting

with each crane.

C. Stern Area

Components of the stern traction winch and stern auxiliary winch are

located on the port side of the 02 deck in an enclosed room. Figure 55 shows

the arrangement.

The stern traction winch is similar in specifications to the forward

unit. A dual drum and single drum stowage unit and the power unit are located

under cover. A hinged watertight opening is provided on the inboard bulkhead of

the winch room, allowing cable access from the stowage units to the traction

unit which is mounted on the ship's centerline on the weather deck. A 30-in.

diameter fixed sheave is provided as a fairlead for the cable originating from

the double drum scowage unit, and a swivel snatch block shown in phantom provides
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a fairlead for the single drum unit when required. A padeye is provided on the

deck for attachment of this block. The cable passes around the traction unit

and can be led forward through the midship crane or aft over a series of fixed

sheaves to the stern crane.

The after traction winch control station overlooking the center well

area and the 02 level has already been mentioned. A second control console

has been provided at the after end of the winch room which overlooks the stern

area and the 02 level. The traction winch and the after auxiliary winch can

be operated from this position. The vessel can be anchored from the stern if

. ch a requirement arises and a deep sea anchor will be stowed on the 03 level

over the winch room. The bulkhead at frame 72 above the 02 level will be pro-

vided with an opening to service the single drum stowage unit of the traction

winch. Preliminary plans called for procurement of a portable back tensioning

arrangement to service the traction winch to provide a cable laying facility

aboard the catamaran. Using such an arrangement, many miles of cable could be

laid on the bottom with a terminal array or by shifting loads, an array with

intermittent hydrophones could be h-iidled. Since funds were short, it was felt

that the single drum stowage unit could be used as an alternate to the portable

back tensioning unit and that cable could be fed through the hinged opening

mentioned earlier and over the 30-in. fixed sheave shown in Fig. 55. This cable

could be laid out on the midship well in a portable tank, positioned and secured

at dockside. In discussing this with NAVSEC representatives, it was determined

that 100 tons of cable could be readily accommodated without exceeding allowable

deck loading or creating a stability problem.

1

j
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!'
The planned use for the two stern winches was primarily for the launching

of acoustic sound sources and associated gear. In addition, large corers can be

launched, deep towing operations can be conducted, and the ship can be deep

anchored.

The stern crane specifications are similar to the midship crane specif-

icarions except that the after unit is to be depressable 300 below the horizontal.

A boom support is provided at the 01 level and will be utilized when the crane is

used as a fairlead for stern anchoring. The stern crane is capable of reaching

well aft of the stern of the vessel under medium and light loads and can handle

heavy loads through the stern slot. This area was to be the major overboarding

area of the ship as far as the Hudson Laboratories engineers were concerned.

Since the traction unit can be fairled through the after crane, this crane when

rotated provides a fairlead for this winch to the stern U-frame mounted on the

starboard hull. Because of the ready accessibility of the traction winch to

this U-frame, the frame was specified as being capable of handling a 50,000 lb

load in any direction and will be designated to transit a 15,000 lb load from

stop to stop in no more than 30 seconds. A removable folding stern platform is

provided under this U-frame. The after crane can be used for loading the store-

rooms in the port and starboard hulls below the main deck and will reach all three

hatches on the 02 level of the after deckhouse. In adiition, it can be used for

overboarding shots of chain for deep anchoring and lengths of faired cable for

towing operations.

A BT winch served by a 10-ft trolley boom is to be provided on the port

hull aft.
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D. General

The foregoing sections did not delve into all of the details of the

handling gear relating to itydraulic specifications, cables and ropes, etc.

This is adequately covered in the "Specifications For Building the Oceanographic

Research Ship T-AGOR-16, Department of the Navy, Naval Ship Systems Command,

22 March 1968, as amended by Modifications 1, 2, and 3VI Specifications are

provided in this publication covering brakes, clutches, ratchets and pawls,

bearings, bedplates, guards, sheaves, inspection holes, lubrication requirements,

motors, etc., and will not be covered in thic report. Continuity devices or

slip rings were specified for most winch drums. These were to be manufactured

from Hudson Laboratories drawings. The slip rings are made of fine silver

and the wipers of gold. They are extremely quiet and can be used to transmit

power. Alternate slip rings, providing a greater number of channels, can be

easily installed in lieu of the units specified.

All major winches are to be provided with reduced voltage starters,

line speed and feet out indicators, as well as dynamometers. Complete specif-

ications were drawn up by Hudson Laboratories covering all wire ropes and cables

to be used on every piece of handling gear. Testing procedures were outlined

in the ship's specifications and provision has been made for testing deep sea

anchoring equipment in the deep ocean as part of the acceptance trials.

Two major concerns were paramount in the minds of the Hudson Laboratories

engineers. The first problem concerned funding. Since the basic ship and the

scientific equipment were to be funded by two separate authorities, it was evident

that slippage on the part of either one would create extreme hardships. For

example, the installation of some of the heavy handling gear after the ship had
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been completed would increase the cost of the total installation enormously.

As of the date of this writing, this has in fact become a problem, and it is

possible that the completed ship may have to be torn up in some areas for later

installation. This is similar to the problems encountered aboard the USNS

GIBBS when she was outfitted well after the conversion period.

The second major problem area concerns a possible division of respon-

sibility during the installation of the handling gear. Thiq was an extremely

serious problem during the installation of the traction winch aboard the LSNS

GIBBS. In this case, responsibility for a satisfactory installation was not

centered in one agency. The winch manufacturer, the installation yard, MSTS,

BuShips (the procurement agency), ONR (the funding agency), and Hudson Labora-

tories all were involved. The net result was that Hudson personnel performed

the trouble-shooting and debugging chores on this installation long after the

manufacturer and shipyard had been paid off. In the case of the catamaran, we

had hoped to be able to specify that each winch be installed on its own bed-

plate with all piping between components of the winch to be done at the factory;

thereby, centralizing the responsibility in the hands of the manufacturer. This

was not possible, however, due to the size of the equipment. An attempt has been

made in writing the specificatLons to centralize this responsibility in the hands

of the construction shipyard or in the manufacturer's hand. Generally, one does

not run into problems until the equipment has been operated for some period of

time, so there is still a great residual concern that this equipment will have

to be eventually debugged by the user.
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X SCIFNTIFIC ELECTRONIC EQUIMENT-, POWER LIGHTING-, AND COMMUNICATIONS

A. Scientific Electronic Equipment

A list of the electronic equipment to be funded by operating funds and

used primarily by the scientific user of the vessel followsi

SITEM QUANTITY

Transducer, 3.5 kc ]

Bathymetric System, narrow beam 1

with Digitrak and stabilized
transducer

Navigation System (satellite receiver) I

Loran C, automatic 1

Recorder, precision depth 2

Transmitter, synthesized, i kw 1
2-30 mc, SSB

Receiver, high performance, 2-30 mc 3

Coupler, a:t'omatic antenna (AN/URA-38) 2

Antenna, Fiberglass, 30 ft 3

ilulti-coupler, receiver (RMC2x4) 1

Transmitter, crystal controlled, I kc, I
?-30 mc, SSB, AM

Transceiver, FM (30-40 mc) I

Teletype System (AN UGC-20) 1
(AN URA-17)*

The estimated proctiement cost of this eqvipment without any allowance for future

inflation was approximately $228,600. The spare parts and installation costs for

this equijment were estimated at $70,400. This list of equipment is in baaic
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agreement with the approved catamaran specifications (see Appendix E). User

supplied equipment will be covered in a later section.

The layout of the sonar transducers in the sonar dome located in the

starboard hull forward is shown in F1g. 62. Provision has been made for pres-

sirizing a watertight trunk above these heads so that they may be removed and

serviced at sea by scuba divers operating from within the ship.

B. Scientific Power

Two shock mounted, diesel driven, 75 kw scientific generators will be

provided. These generators will be mounted high on the forward deckhouse

adjacent to the stacks to reduce noise radiated to the water. These machines

are to be 450 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle units capable of parallel operation.

The sensitivity of the voltage regulators is specified as + 1/2 percent.

Hudson Laboratories established the location of all ship service and scientific

power outlets in all of the laboratory spaces.

C. Internal Coummunications and Data Signal Distribution Systems

Figure 63 is a block diagram of the scientific internal co-imunications

circuits. Dial telephonehand sets are to be provided in all laboratories, shops

and public rooms frequented by the scientific party. In addition, phones are to

be provided on the bridge, several of the scientific staterooms, the Master's

office and the gangway, port and starboard. Highly directional microphones and

loud speaker units are to be provided at high noise areas, such as winch control

stations, crane cabs, overboarding areas, and in the recording laboratory,

electronics laboratory, and mechanical engineering shop. In addition, units of

this type will be provided at the gangway. The loud speaker and microphone
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'Ssystem is to be fully integrated with the telephone hand set system and provision

is to be made for a minimum of five simultaneous conversations on these circuits

r without interference with other stations. Sound power telephones have been

specified for communications between the magazine and handling room areas.

* Figure 64 illustrates the scientific data distribution system. Provision

has been made for junction boxes at each of the data collection stations such as

adjacent to winch slip rings, overboarding areas, instrument tubes, gravity meter

room, etc. These signals can be fed to the major laboratories in the after deck-

house and to the computer room. Detailed wiring diagrams of the junction boxes

were prepared by Hudson Labo,:atories. Patch boards are provided in laboratory

areas for introduction of data to electronic processing equipment or for patching

in of navigational information, etc., to the computer room. The master signal

distribution panels are located in the electronics shop on the 01 deck. Provision

has been made for use of closed circuit television with this data distribution

system.

The power distribution system, which provides power to winch slip rings

from the amplifier room in the after deckhouse, has already been described and

no figure will be presented in this report.

D. Lighting

Figures 65 and 66 show the plan view of the open deck lighting system

and the outboard profile view of the same, respectively. All the flood lights

indicated on the figures are 500 watt units except for those at the end of the

rotating cranes which have been specified as 1000 watt units.
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Internal illwnination has been discussed in great detail in the ship's

snecifications and will not be rediscussed in this report. A photometric survey

of the illuminacion values in the various compartments has been specified prior

to acceptance.
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Xl CONCLUSIONS AND MISCELLAneOUS PROBLEM AREAS

The total cost of equipment including handling gear, cables and electronic

suite, without provision for increase of cost due to Inflation, was ettimated as

$1,295,075 as of September 1968. Spare parts and installation was estimated as

$486,600. Total equipment cost to be budgeted from operating funds (as distin-

guished from ship construction funds) was $1,781,675. In addition, certain

equipment was designated as being government furnished.

The following list itemizes the user's responsibility for provision of

equipment:

ITE__ DESCRIPTION QUANTITY LOCATION

I Rack, standard, 22 in. 40 Electronics Laboratory
long x 22 in. wide x
72 in. high, with tie
downs (Prem-O-Rack, FA
Ser 114-A)

2 Same as Item 1 44 Main Recording Laboratory

3 Pressure tank 1 Mechanical Engineering
(16 in. shell) Caiibratiou and Test Laboratory

4 Sbell head 1 Mechanical Engineering
Calibration and Test Laboratory

5 uage for pressure tank 1 Mechanical Engineering
Calibration and Test Laboratory

6 Hydrophone caJibrator 1 Mechanical Engineering
Calibration and Test Laboratory

7 Pressure tank pump i Mechanical Engineering
Calibration and Test Laboratory

8 High preseure panel, I Mechanical Engineering
3000 psi Calibration and Test Laboratory
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rIc DESCRIPTION QUANTITY LOCATION K

9 Hydrophone storage rack I Mechanical Engineering

Calibration and Test Laboratory

10 Freon tanks 2 Mechanical Eagineering
Calibration and Test Laboratory

11 Freon detector 1 MecLanical Engineering
Calibration and Test Laboratory

12 Dead weight tester I Mechanical Engineering
Calibration and Test Laboratory

13 Vacuum pump and tank I Mechanical Engineering Shop

14 Curing oven for potting 1 Mechanical Engineering Shop

15 Hydrophone, 3 crystal 1 Sonar Dome

16 Printer 1 Computer Room

17 Card reader punch 1 Computer Room

18 Console 1 Computer Room

19 Analog Inputs I Computer Room

20 Processor controller I Computer Room

21 Digital Input Terminals 1 Computer Room

22 Tape I Computer Room j

23 Tape I Computer Room

24 System stowage 1 Computer Room
A

25 Disk stowage I Computer Room

26 Accessory driver 1 Research Control Center

27 Navigation Electronics 2 Research Control Center
Racks, 22 in. x 22 in.

28 Acoustic Position 1 Research Control Center

Determining System

29 Filters, Type V as req. Scientific Radio Room
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Many of the items on the preceding list do not have to be supplied to

the building yard since they can be readily installed at a later date.

The authors have always felt that the U-frames and platforms should have

been covered by the ship construction funds in order to eliminate an interface

problem. They are not catalog items and are intimately associated with the ship's

structure. Moreover, their construction is well within the capability of a ship-

yard.

The problem of the unavailability of timely funding for equipment has

already been discussed. Retrofitting of equipment is always costly, particularly

when heavy handling gear is concerned. Since the state of the art of electronic

equipment is subject to rapid advancement, late procurement of this equipment may

represent an advantage since the ship construction period is so lengthy. When

outfitting time drags on, however, the danger always exists that costs escalate

and funding dries up.

The authors feel very strongly that an electrician will be required aboard

the ship. This recommendation was made on a number of occasions. At one time,

an unassigned room was to be configured for occupation by an additional CPO, but

a review of the latest plan indl-:ates that this rovm is to provide additional crew's

berthing.

Since funding was a major problem and actual ship construction costs were

exceeding estimates, the suggestion was made to reduce the beam of the catamaran

to allow for ihs passage through the St. Lawrence Seaway. This had the effect of

opening bidding to Great Lakes shipyards, thereby increasing competition and re-

ducing tonnage and direct costs slightly.
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r• The beam had to be reduced from 80 to 75 ft with a minimum effect on

laboratory layout. This was accomplished by reducing the after deckhouse weather

passages by 1 1/2 ft each and reducing the distance between the hulls by 2 ft. V

The inboard bulkheads of each hull were notched and a •Nnor reduction in width

of fore-aft hull passageways to accommodate the structure resulted. The labora-

tories below the main deck were unaffected. The stiffeners of the fore-aft

bulkheads bounding the recording and electronics laboratories and mechanical

engineering shop were moved outboard of these spaces. This almost compensated

for the 2-ft reduction in width of the compartments and interior layouts were

not materially affected. The laboratories over the hulls were reduced slightly

in width which represented only minor inconvenience except in the wet laboratory.

In this particular area, the entire arrangement Yas revised to incorporate new

suggestions by the scientific users.

On April 1, 1968, the announcement was made that Hudson Laboratories was

to be closed and that the catamaran would be turned over to the Naval Research

Laboratories. On May 20, 1968, the authors made a formal presentation to NRL

on the subject vessel, and since that time, they have only been involved on a

consulting basis.

A bidders conference was held on September 5, 1968 and a contract was T

awarded to Todd Shipyards, Seattle, Washington in December 1968 for $13,950,000.

Total cost equipped will be in the order of $16,000,000.

We had recommended that arrangements be made for the ship to run the

AUTEC range during the acceptance trials since this appears to be the only

reasonable method for checking on the acoustic requirements of the specifications.
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I
We had requested that MSTS proviue a shipyard representative during the

construction period, preferring to concentrate our own effort on problems relating

to the scientific mission, but this was not possible due to a lack of personnel.

Hudson finally agreed to supply a yard representative who would represent Hudson,

ONR, the Program Manager's Office and who would look after MSTS interests and

supervise a design agent to be retained by ONR.
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APPENDIX A

PRELIMINARY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
LIST USS TERROR MIF-5 CONVERSION TO
AN OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH VESSEL

I DECK HANDLING GEAR

A. Forward

1. Forward, 3 drum Western Gear type traction winch scored with

1 1/4 in. grooves, capable of storing 38,000 ft of 3/4 in.

wire rope per drum. 45,000 - 50,000 maximum pull, (150-

200 hp). Shafts to be equipped with slip rings.

2. U-frame on bow to service (1) above.

3. Windlass, chain, anchor and stowage for chain (locker)

for deep sea anchoring. Anchor and chain size to be

determined. Overboard stowage of anchor.

4. Small crane forward - 1 ton at 30 ft re&ch.

5. One hydraulically operated dual drum auxiliary winch with

hydraulic back tensioning and continuously variable

level wind. Both drums equipped with slip rings and

capable of holding 20,000 ft of 1/2 in. wire rope.

10,000 lb pull at 150 fpm, 5000 lb at 300 fpm. Winch

covered by deckhouse.

6. Motorized trolley boom to service above winch.

4
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B. Stern

1. 3-drum Western Gear type traction winch grooved for

1 1/4 in. capable of stowing 38,000 ft of 3/4 in.

wire rope per drum each with its own continucusly

variable level wind. All shafts equipped with slip

rings. Maximum pull 45,000 lb to 50,000 lb, (150 -

200 hp).

2. Two hydraulically operated dual drum auxiliary winches

with hydraulic back tensioning and continuously variable

level winds. Both drums equipped with slip rings and

capable of holding 20,000 ft of 1/2 in. wire rope.

10,000 lb pull at 150 fpm, 5000 lb at 300 fpm. One

winch to serve one side; the other the stern.

3. Motorized trolley boom to service side launching.

4. Overhead traveling crane 25-ton capacity with provision

for overboarding gear at stern.

C. Mid-Ships

1. Dual drum hydro winch, integral power pack, high speed,

30,000 ft 5/32 in. wire rope.

2. Dual drum instrumentation winch, high speed equippod

with slip rings. Cable size and speed under investigation.

3. Motorized trolley booms to service above winches.

4. BT winch and boom.

5. 30,000 lb boom (existing).

6. Two towing booms, length and load to be determined -- one

each side.
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II OTHER FEATURES (MECHANICIAL)

1. Largse Bos'n Lockers forward and aft for scientists'

rigging, bins, shelves, etc.

2. Port and starboard cap and booster ready service

lockers; fore and aft.

3. Two prefabricated "On Deck" magazines for explosives

per Coast Guard 108. 1/8 in. plate, wood lined vented,

wood skids, shielding, non-spark interior, etc., 300 ft 3

capacity each.

4. built in 1-,draulic oil stowage tank.

5. Additional sea chest for lab., gear, winches, air

conditioners, amplifiers, etc., as required.

6. Plug in welding outlets on main and lab. decks and two 6

pcrtabie machines.

7. Large hatches to service lab. and stowage areas.

8. Elevators - internal deck to deck equipment exchange

(existing).

9. Lab. monorail system.

10. Machine shop - lathe, miller, drill, doall saw, grinder,

cut-off saw near structural steel stowage.

11. Three hydrophone well3 (34 in. dia.) with hoists f-r

future installation of ecoustic tracking system.

12. Two day rocs, one on second deck with refrigerator,

hot plate, silex, and water cooler, etc.; the other

below with easy chairs, tables, etc.
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13. Library.

14. Head for laboratory area.

15. Footage counters on all winch drums with output at

controls with line speed indicators and tensiometers.

16. Plentiful deck lighting; specifically in handling area.

17. Sufficient potable water for silent ship use and

anchoring.

18. Cut-back main deck at stern and open one side forward

of cut-back.

19. On deck gasoline stowage racks for arprox. 500 gallons.

20. A 26 ft workboat and small aluminum boat with outboard

motor.

21. Provision for launching and retrieving deep submersible

,-4h¶cle.

III RADIO ROOM (SCIENTISTS)

1. Two single side band, 1 kw output, 6 channels each with

A.M. capabilicy.

2. FM transceivers - 4 channels.

3. Rotating UHF, VU and FM dipole antennas.

4. Two 1/2 wave long wire antennas.

5. Four 1/4 wave stainless whips.

6. Terminal boxas for antenna couplers.

7. Precision time keeping elect•eonics including VLF receiver.

t Coimmunication receivers for 3SB and AM.

9. Special purpose receivers.
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IV ELECTRICAL

1. Signal cable distribution - winch slip rings to

labs.

2. Power intercom system - lab. and handling areas.

3. PA system.

4. Pover regulation 60 cps and 400 cps.

5. Power outlets at handling gear and portable van areas.

6. Power amplifier% sizes to be determined.

V SCIENTIFIC NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT

1. High resolution radar.

2. Loran "A" and "C".

3. Decca with readout.

4. Omega navigation.

5. Satellite navigation.

6. Tank mounted hydrophone.

7. UQC, DRT, pit log, RDF, PDR

Fathometer (different frequency than ship's), repeaters &

of ship's tachometer, rudder angle, gyro and wind. Anchor

tension recorder.

8, Remote units of scientist communication equijment, chart

files, and plctting tables.
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APPENDIX B

HUDSON LABORATORIES REC.!ME NDATIONS FOR MECHANICAL HANDLING
"$F GEAR, ELECTRONIC, NAVIGATION, CQ4MUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT ANT)

POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPOSED 306-FT LONG, 3200-TON AGOR

Ao Forward Section of Ship

I. One traction type winch grooved for 1 1/4 in. diameter cable with

30 in. root diameter of traction sheaves minimum. To be provided

with three stowage drums, each capable of storing 38,000 ft of

3/4 in. diameter wire rope. 50,000 lb mwximu pull at 100 FPM,

1.5,000 lb pull at 330 FFM. Shafts of earh stowage drum to be

equipped with slip rings. One druA to be provided empty. Each

of the other drums to be provided with 38,000 ft of 3/4 in.

diameter, 3 x 19 extra improved plow steel, torque balance'-,

elevated elastic limit wire rope to be provided in concinuous

lengths with no splicing.

2. Hydraulically opezated U-frame on bow to service (1) above. To
;I

be rated for 50,000 lb pull in any directicn against outboard stop

and capable of swinging out a 15,000 lb Icad. 900 swing required.

U-frame should be 8 ft wide by 12 ft high, clear inside.

3. A handling facility should be provided for handling a 1O00-lb anchor

and 2000 lb of chain to be attached to the bitter end of the anchorivg

rope.

24
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4. One hydraulically operated dual drum auxiliary winch with hydraulic

bick tensioning and continuously variable level wind. Winch drums

to be located 90' to one another--one servicing the bow and one the

starboard side. Each drum to be equipped with slip rings and capable

of storing 20,000 ft of 1/2 in. diameter wire rope. Winch to be rated

at 20,000 lb pull az. 150 FPM, 5000 lb at 300 FPM. Drum servicing the

bow to be equipped with 20,000 ft of 1/2 in. diameter wire rope 3 x 19

construction same basic specifications as in (1) above. The drum

servicing the starboard side should be equipped with 20,000 ft of four

conductor double armored cable.

5. Hydraulicaily operated U-frame to service the starboard facing drum

of above winch with platform. This U-frame to be capable of handling

a 20,000-lb load in any direction when against the outboard stops.

Should be capable of transiting a 10,000-lb load. U-frame same dimensions

as (2) above.

6. Rotatable telescoping boom rated at 6400 lb at 35 ft maximum reach .o

service both forward and starboard U-frames.

7. Provision for storing two deep sea anchors outejard at the bow (in

addition to the standard ships anchors).

B. Stern Area

1. One traction winch identical to that specified for the bow to service

the stern of the ship. One drum to be provided empty Pnd each of the

cther drums to be provided with 20,000 ft of approxf ately one inch

diameter armored electrical cable for source work. :t is hoped that

with minor adaptations, this winch can also be used as part of the

system for handling cable from a well. This must be investigated

further.
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2. Cne hydraulically operated dual drum auxiliary winch identical to that

specifled for the bow. In this case, one drum to service the stern

and one drum for the starboard side. The drum servicing the side

should be provided with 20,000 ft of four conductor armored cable and

the drum servicing the stern should be equipped with 5000 ft of one

inch diameter armored electrical cable. Stern overboarding sheave

capable of passing large tow chain should be provided along with

several 100-ft lengths of chain.

3. Hydraulically operated U-frame and platform on starboard side identical

to starboard U-frame for bow area.

4. Overhead traveling crane. 25-ton capacity with provisions for over-

boarding gear at the stern and transferring loads. Hook clearance

and width to be determined after inspection of general ship's plan.

We want generous stern clearance for handling of DRV and large sources.

5. BT winch and rope.

6. One portable instrument chain winch system with associated instru-

mertatlon and recording facility.

C. Midships Equipment

I. 15-ton ship's crane (not a boom) to service stern and midship areas

with 15 ft reach over the starboard side. This should be considered

a piece of ship's equipment rather than scientific equipment, but is

required by us regularly for loading and occasional handling of gear

over the side.
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2. One duai drum hydraulically operated auxiliary winch, identical in all

respects with the auxiliary winches specified for the bow and the stern

except for arrangement. In thia case, each drum will service the star-

board side. This winch should be placed adjacent to the wet lab, and

will serve as both an auxiliary winch and a hydrographic winch. One

drum should be provided with a removable barrel for providing a

larger diameter for hydrographic wire in order to obtain high line

speed. This drum should be equipped with 30,000 ft of 7 x 7 galvanized

hydro wire, 3/16 in. diameter. The other drum should be equipped with

20,000 ft of four conductor armored cable.

3. One hydraulically operated U-frame to service the starboard side and

the above winch. A platform should also be provided. The ratings of

this U-frame should be identical to the ather two starboard U-frames.

D. Other Handling Equipment

1. We would like a cable well which might be convertible to a stowage

compartment or vice-versa. The location of this well will, of course,

be determined by the general ship layout. Tt can be either forward or

aft. Its capacity should be approximately 30 v.iles of one inch diameter

cable. One of the existing traction winches could possibly be adapted

to handle this cable over the side, A brahzing system for positive

control of the cable would be required in addition to the winch.

E. General Coments

1. Where possible, winches and stowage drums should be placed under cover

Lo protect tbe cluipment and to afford shelter to the operator.
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2. All winches should be equipped with tensiometerc, line speea indicators

and footage counters. Provisions should be made for recording anchoring

tensions, wind direction, wind velocity and ship's orientation whether

anchoring from the bow or the stern.

COMMUNICATIONS:

External

Antennas -

(a) Suitable areas to be provided for two 35-ft Vertical

Antennas for use of scientific part-.

(b) Suitable area to be provided for one 30-40 MC whip

antenna.

(c) Provisions shall be made for suitable antenna sitea for

Navigational Antennas such as Loran C, Omega, Decca and

Raydist.

(d) A platform to be provided for ad•itional experimental

and special purpose antenna with access trunk to main

scientist navigational labcrato-•y.

Radio Facility -

A separate transmit-receive facility is requested for use of

scientific party, consistiag of the following:

(a) 2 AM/SSE transceivers, 1 KW, 500 watts capable of ccntinuous

duty -- frequencies 2-30 MC A3, A3J, A9B.
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(b) I FM transceiver, dual channel, 30-40 MC range.

(c) 2 Hi-quality comnur~ication receivero.

(d) RTTY equipment.

Remotes shall be provided in -- (1) Navigation Laboratory

(2) Laboratory Nos. 1 and 2

Internal

There shall be two separate intercom systems:

(a) General intercom (telephone type) with optional loud-

speakers where required MIL-T-1943-B (ships) capable of

20 simultaneous circuits.

(b) High power intercom linking control stations, laboratory

and launch sites -- all stations talk to all stations,

noise cancelling features incorporated.

Signal Data Cable -

Suitable low noise cable shall be installed between various

v4nch locations and signal termination panels in three labor-

ator,- areas and computer room.

High current cables shall be interconnected between the laboratory

areas and launching sites.

LABORATORIES:

Main scientist 2eavigational Laboratory (adjacent to or part of main

Electronic Laboratory)

Equipmenit List -

(1) Narrow beam fathometer system with bottom tracker type recorder

and Precision Recnrder of the Dry Paper type (Raytheon PFR-193).
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(2) 1 UQN-1E capable of 12 KC and 34 KC operation with Precision

Recorder.

(3) 1 sub-bottom profiling system (sparker) with recorder.

(4) Radar -- Ship basically will have 2 radar systems and it would

i be desirable to have scientific use of either one of these 2

systems as required simultaneously with bridge -- i.e., radar

repeater in laboratory.

- (5) Loran C (automatic tracking) or Omega will be required.

Choice to be made on basis of state of art, at time of

acquisition.

(6) Satellite navigation -- Space provision shall be made for

Decca as required.

(7) Gravity room.

(8) Magnetometer.

(9) Combination Loran A and C should be part of ship's equipment.

(10) A time code generator shall be provided with suitable BCD

outputs for both graphic and digital recording remote visual

readouts shall be provided on the bridge and each laboratory

site.

(11) A repeater section shall be provided for ship's speed, heaeing,

wind velocity, wind direction (etc.). Outputs shall be available

in DC form compatible for recording in analog or digital form.

This shall be distributed to other laboratory areas. Anchoring

tension shall also be available.

(12) Underwater telephone system will be required.
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II

(13) Amplifier room:

One 15 KW Power Amplifier

One 10 KW Power Amplifier

Two I KW Power Amplifiers

(14) Hull-mounted hydrophones in underwater pods for recording

shot instants.

POWER REQUIREMENTS:

main generator for scientific facility should have a capacity of

about 300 KW.

10 KW Computer laboratory

25 IW Electronics laboratory No. 1

25 KW Electronics laboratory No. 2

120 V 60 cps, both regulated and unregulated,

should be included in each laboratory space.

10 KW At 440 cps.

440 V 3-phase and 208 V should be available to supply

power amplifiers.

1 KW At a precision 60 cps frequency is necessary for

accurate speed control of tape recorders and associated

equipment.
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APPENDIX C

PRELIMINARY CHARACTERISTICS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC
RESEARCH SHIP CATAMARAN HULL

1. General Discussion of Design
k

(a) In designing the machinery installations, particular attention shall

be paid to the use of acoustic silencing techniques to obtain the lowest possible

ships radiated noise level while maintaining steerageway without the use of

diesel main propulsion plant.

(b) The ship, its machinery and outfitting shall meet the requirements

of the American Bureau of Shipping, MSTS, the United States Coast Guard, the

U. S. Public Health Service and the Federal Communications commission.

(c) Provision shall be made for minimum operational crew and minimum

maintenance. Autcmated features shall be incorporated to the maximum extent

practicable.

2. Hull Characteristics

(a) Approximate dimensions and displacement:

t (1) Length between perpendiculars - 210 feet

(2) Beam, maximum - 86 feet

Each hull 26 feet

* Distance between hulls 34 feet

(3) Draft - 19 feet

(4) Displacement, full load - 3200 tons

(b) Subdivision: A two compartment standard is required (Note 1).
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(c) Seaworthiness and maneuverability: A high degree of directional

control, maneuverability and optimum seakeeping qualities at very low speeds

are desired.

(d) Damage control: Damage control features in accordance vitt 'nited

States Coast Guard and MSTS Class II requirements.

(e) Class C ice-strengthening in accordance with American Bureau of

Shipping regulations.

(f) A future growth margin of 50 tons at the main deck level shall be

provided.

(g) The trailing edge of the rudder shall be located at least 10 feet

forward of the stern.

3. Special Features

(a) The following facilities shall be provided:

(1) Oceanographic laboratories consisting of 'wet" and "dry"

laboratories on the main deck adequate for the collection and imnediate

processing of oceanographic samples and data.

(2) Navigational control center adequate for the installation and

operation of oceanographic sensors and recorders, and the imediate recording

and plotting of oceanographic data.

(3) An electronic recorder room for the centralized recording of

data sensors.

(4) Photographic processing facilities.

(5) Calibration and instrument test facilities.

(6) Scientific office space or library.

(7) Scientific chill and freeze rooms of approximately 500 cubic

feet. Chill room convertible to freeze.

(8) Gravity meter room.
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(b) Scientific stowage space for scientific equipments and supplies and

oceanographic samples.

(c) Stowage designed for approximately 20 tons of explosives to meet

U. S. Coa3t Guard regulations with topside stowage for approximately 300 cubic

feet.

(d) Winches, articulated cranes, davits and "U" frame for scientiff use.

4. Armament

None

5. Communications and Electronics

(a) Communications and electronics equipment shall be provided to meet

the requirements of the Electronics Pequirements Plan.

(b) Naval Electronics Systems Command shall submit an Electronics Equipment

List for approval by the Chief of Naval Operaticns.

(c) Standard visual signal facilities including two high performance

signal lights shall be provided.

6. Propulsion and Engineering Features

(a) Speed: Sustained speed of 16 knots.

(b) Endurance: 6500 miles at 16 knots.

(c) Power plant: Twin screw propulsion plant with bridge control shall be

provided.

(d) Auxiliary propulsion equipment shall be provided to satisfy the require-

ment for quiet operations while maintaining steerageway.

(e) Electrical plant-

(1) Ship's service: The ship's service generators shall be multiple

units of sufficient capacity so that in the event of derangement of one unit, the

remaining units can carry the normal operating load.
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(2) A reparate generator and dietribution systen for scientific

instrumentation.

(f) Distilling plant: Evaporators shall be provided in multiple units

with sufficient capacity to provide 60 gallono per man per day in accordance

with the accommodations listed in paragraph 10, plus that required for hydro-

graphic and oceanographic use.

(g) Potable water stowage: Stowage snall be provided for not less than

120 gallons per man for the accommodations listed in paragraph 10, plus 1000

gallons of water for scientific use.

7. Protection

None

8. Aviation Features

None

9. Command and Ship Control

(a) Bridge:

(1) A Navigational Bridge and Pilot House with bridge wings extending

the width of the ship with automatic course control equipment.

(b) A Chart House located on the same level and aft the bridge.

(e) An Auxiliary Control Station located aft.

10. Accomnodations, Berthing, Messing. and Sanitation

(a) Accomnodations:

CIV OTHER TOTAL
OFF TECH CPO ENL ENL

Crew (Civilian) 16 5 37 42

Scientific personnel 30

Total 16 30 5 37 42
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(b) Messing: Two messes shall be provided in accordance with usual

practice on civilian manned ships.

(c) Sanitation: Sanitation facilities in accordance with standard

regulations of the U. S. Public Health Service and U. S. Coast Guard.

(d) Air conditioning: The living, messing, laboratory and office

spaces shall be air conditioned.

(e) Merchant Marine habitability standards in accordauce with usual

practice on civilian manned ships.

(f) Sewage retention and treatment tanks shall be provided. All over-

board discharges, where feasible, shall be outboard.

11. Provisions and Stores

(a) Stowage space for consumable stores based on the total accomnodations

shown above shall be provided as follows:

Days Endurance

Dry provisions* 90

Frozen provisions* 90

Chilled provisions* 45

General stores material 60

Medical stores 120

*This requires that stowage space for 90 days subsistence endurance without

replenishment shall be provided including refrigerated facilities for a

miniuum stowage capacity as indicated. Chill stowage shall be convertible

to frozen. Separate boxes for freeze (00F), chill (350F), daL_-y (320F),

fish (00F) and thaw (380 - 400F).

(t) Separate stowage space shall be provided for deck, engine and steward

stores in accordance with MSTS practice.
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12. Miscellaneous

The following shall be provided:

(a) Stowage for boats of the following types:

2 - 24-foot U. S. Coast Guard approved Class I life

boats stowed in davits.

2 - 16-foot Boston whaler workboats with outboard motors.

(b) A capability of towing and being towed. A towing machine is not

required.

(c) A bonded stores locker and small arms locker.

(d) Shops for routine maintenance.

(e) A capability of deep anchoring by the bow and stern.

(f) Degaussing is not required.

(g) A limited Scuba diving capability.

(h) Open deck space for two instrument vans or huts.

(i) Three sea chests in the hull for affixing electronic devices.

(J) Air stowage flasks for 300 cubic feet of free air.

(k) General intercommunications dial televhone type of at least 20

simultaneous circuits.

(1) High volume electronic intercc~munications systems.

(m) Sonar amplifier room.

Note 1: Daviation from the two compartment standard is authorized in engineering

and iaboratory spaces as required to meet reduced manning requirements

and for ease of mission accomplishment.
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ELECTRONICS REQUIREMENT PLAN

1. Infrared Communication Facilities

None

2. Radio Transmitting Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) 1 - 405-525 kcs; Al, A2

(b) 1 - 2-24 mcs; Al

(c) 1 - 2-9 mcs; A3

(d) 3 - 2-30 mcs; Al, A3, A3J, A9B, Fl; 100 miles gapless (2-6 mcs)

(e) 1 - 405-525 kcs; A2; battery powered

(f) 1 - 156-162 mcs; F3

(g) 1 - 230-400 mcs; A3

(h) 1 - 30-40 mcs; F3

3. Radio Receiving Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) I - 100-535 kcs; Al, A2

(b) 1 - 2-24 mcs; Al

(c) I - 2-9 mcs; A3 (included in 2(c) above)

(d) 5 - 2-30 mce; Al, A3, A3J, A9B, Fl (3 included in 2(d) above)

(e) 1 - 350-535 kcs; Al, A2

(f) I - 2-24 mcs; Al, A3, F4

(g) 1 156-162 mcs; F3 (included in 2(f) above)

(h) I - 200-400 mcs; A3 (included in 2(g) above)

(1) 1 - 30-40 mcs; F4 (included in 2(h) above)
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4. Terminal Facilities

(a) 1 - Simplex FSK teletype facility with teletype tape facility

plus one modulated TTY converter

(b) 1 - Facsimile 60/90/120 LPM full duplex

5. Radar Facilities (Note 1)

(a) 1 - 10 CM "main" navigational radar

(b) 1 - 3 CM navigational radar

6. Sonar Facilities (Note 1)

(a) 1 - Echo sounders deep

(b) 2 - Precision Depth recorders (Dry paper)

(c) 1 - Echo sounder, shallow with recorders

**(d) 1 - Echo sounder, deep, narrow beam, electronically stabilized

(e) 1 - Echo sounder deep, 12 kc and 34 kc

(f) 1 - Underwater telephone with dome

7. Countermeasures Facilities

None

8. Navigational Facilities (Note 1)

(a) 1 - Omega

(b) 1 - Loran "C" receiver

(c) 1 - Radio Direction Finder (210-520 kcs)

(d) 1 - Mark 19 Gyro

(e) 1 - Satellite Receiver

9. Radiac Facilities

None
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10. Remote Station Facilities

(a) Pilot House

1 - Control and monitoring of 2 voice channels

1 - Radar display/control 10 CM

1 - Radar display/control 3 CM

(b) Chart House

1 - Reception of CW channel

1 - Control of radio direction finder

1 - Control of echo sounder, shallow

I - Control of Omega

(c) Navigation Control Center

1 - Control of CW/voice channel

1 - Radar display 3 CM

1 - Control of Loran "C"

1 - Control of echo sounder, deep

1 - Control of echo sounder, deep, narrow beam,

electronically stabilized

I - Control of underwater telephone

1 - Control of satellite receiver

(d) Radio Room

1 - Control and monitoring of all ship voice/CW channels

11. Meteorological Facilities

None

12. Supplementary Radio Facilities

None
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13. Special Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) 1 Automatic alarm sai

t (b) 1 -Autowatic alarm keyer

1 (c) 3 - Remote scientific transceiver stations

(d) 1 - Time code generaor

*(e) I - Sub-bottom profiler system with recorder

Note I: NAVSHIPSYSCOM approved coumercial marine equipment shall be

utilized to fulfill these requirements, wherever possible.

Note 2: Items marked witth (*) are not service approved. Installation

shall be accomplished subsequent to equipment identification.
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APPENDIX D

PRELIMINARY LIST OF HANDLING GEAR
CATAMARAN

A. Forward Section of Ship -- Based Upon Decking Hulls to 01 Level

1. One traction type winch grooved forl 1/4 in. diameter cable

with 30 in. root diameter of traction sheaves -- minimm. This

winch is to be used primarly for bow anchoring. To be provided with

three stowage drums -- each capable of storing 38,000 Et of 3/4 in.

diameter wire rope. 50,000 lbs maximum pull at 100 ft per minute,

15,000 lbs pull at 330 ft per minute. Shafts of each stowage drum

to be equipped with slip rings. One drum to be provided empty, each

of the other two drums to be provided with 38,000 ft of 3/4 in.

diameter, 3 x 19 extra improved plow steel, torque balanced, elevated

elastic limit wire rope to be provided in continuous lengths wit), no

splicing.

The traction unit to be similar to Western Gear Model TUR-150

adapted as noted above. T-wo of the stowage drums, similar to

Western Gear Stowage unit, Model DDS-1, except that we desire an

individual level wind for each drum and the drum size should be

adapted to che quantity and size of cable specified. The third stowage

drum, similar t3 Western Gear Model SDS-1, with larger drum. The

power unit for this winch, similar to Western Gear Model DSPU-150.
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We believe this power unit can serve as the prime mover for the

auxiliary winch listed in (2) below, thereby reducing the cost of

this auxiliary winch.

2. Hydraulically operated dual drum auxiliary winch with hydraulic

back tensioning, each drum provided with a continuously variable4

level wind. Each drum to be equipped with slip rings and capable of

storing 20,000 ft of 1/2 in. diameter wire rope. Winch to be rated

at 20,000 lbs pull at 200 ft per minute, 5000 lbs at 500 ft per minute.

One drum to be equipped with 20,000 ft of 1/2 in. diameter wire rope,

3 x 19 construction, same basic specifications as in (1) above. The

other drum should be equipped with 20,000 ft of 4-conductor double

armored cable. This winch should be similar to Western Gear Model

DSWH-200 without the electric drive motor and pump, but with a second

drum.

3. Motorized trolley servicing a 10 ft wide port between main and

01 decks on starboard side, extending 10 ft over-the-side for over-

boarding equipment to be lowered by winches itemized in (1) and (2)

above. Should be capable of transiting a 10,000 lbs load and carrying

a 20,000 lbs load in any direction in its outboard position.

4. A structure bridging the two hulls at the bow providing for

stowage of two 1000 lb high strength anchors with weighted stocks

(3000 lbs total weight of each anchor). Bridge structure to be

provided with 30 in. diameter swivel snatch sheave grooved for 3/4 in.

wire rope. Structure should be capable of sustaining a minimum

50,000 lb load. A hand crank davit or A-frame for swinging the anchors

clear would be required. Bridge structure to be equipped with catwalk

for access.
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B. Stern Area

1. One winch ideatical to that specified in item A-i co service

the stern and center well areas of the ship. One drum to be provided

empty and each of the other drums to be provided with 20,000 ft of

approximately I in. diameter armored electrical cable for acoustic

source work. Two winch control stands per our drawings.

2. One hydraulically operated dual drum auxiliary winch identical

to that specified for the bow area, except in this case, the winch

will require an electric motor and hydraulic pump drive. One drum

should be provided with 20,000 ft of 4-conductor armored cable and

the other with 5000 ft of 1 in. diameter armored electrical cable.

A stern overboarding sheave capable of passir'. large tow chain should

be provided and several 100 ft lengths of chain should also be provided

A control cab mounted on the main deck with view of second deck drums

is essential.

3. Hydraulically operated U-frame and removable platform to service

(2) above to be rated for 50,000 lbs pull in any direction against the

outboard stop and capable of swinging a 15,000 lb load 900, U-frame

should be 10 ft wide by 12 ft high clear inside. Located on starboard

hull, aft.

4. BT winch and trolley gate boom.

5. Loading crane rated at 25,000 lbs at 10 ft radius and 4,275 lbs

at 48 ft radius, capable of topping 600 and hydraulic extension, similar

to Austin-Western Model 410-RP. Hook winch bhould be capable of storing

sufficient cable to load ship when boom is topped and reach the keel.
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Crane should be provided with an operator's cab which rotates with

the boom.

6. Stern handling crane with a 48 ft reach and a load capability of

8,550 lbs at this reach with a 50,000 lb capability at a reach of 15 ft

when resting on a stop 6 ft from the center of rotation. Adjustable or

removable stop should be provided for seating the boom flat out or

depressed 300. Crane should be capable of topping to 450 and depressing

to 300. Should be hydraulically extensible and equipped with 30 in.

diameter sheaves for handling of equipment as shown in our drawings of

the handling gear. Sheaves should be located so that load does not

raise or fall when the crane is trained. No cab is required, but a

control stand at some distance is required. (This may be in the same

cab as after cab of winch item B-1.)

C. Midship Equipment

1. 25-ton capacity traveling crane. Athwartship motion sufficient.

Athwartship carriage should be capable of 25-ton downward pull or

athwartship pull. The traveling structure should be so configured as to

provide an outreach over each side to provide overboarding sheave points

for various winches.

2. One dual drum hydraulically operated auxiliary winch similar to

the auxiliary winches specified for bow and stern. This winch also

requires its own power pack and control cab with view of stowage drums

below. It will serve both as an auxiliary winch and a hydrographic winch.

One drum should be provided with a removable barrel for providing a larger

diameter for hydrographic wire in order to obtain high line speed. This

particular drum should be equipped with 30,000 ft of 7 x 7 galvanized hydro

wire, 3/16 in. diameter. The other drum should be equipped with 20,000 ft.

of 4-conductor armored cable.
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3. One hydraulically operated U-frame to service the above winch

and a platform. U-frame should be capable of handling a 20,000 lb

load in any direction when against the outboard stops and should be

capable of transiting a 10,000 lb load 900. U-frame dimensions

identical to that specified for stern unit.

D. Other Handling Equipment

1. A cable well capable of storing 30 miles of 1 in. diameter cable

is important. It could be a portable arrangement and could be mounted

in the midship well area. The power for hauling cable in and paying

it out will be provided by the stern area traction winch. However, a

back tensioning arrangement or braking arrangement is necessary.

Presumably, this can be provided by such a company as Western Gear

utilizing one of the power packs already installed.

E. General Comments

1. Wherever possible, we would like to place the winch stowage

drums below decks to protect the rope and cable. The operator should

be provided with a closed control cab at each winch location as already

noted.

2. All winches should be equipped with tensiometers. Line speed

indications and footage information should be provided. Provisions

should be made for recording anchoring tension, relative wind direction,

wind velocity, and ship's orientation whether anchoring from the bow or

the stern.

3. Item 12 (i) of the SCB Characteristics. In place of sea chests,

we would prefer four standpipes, approximately 24 in. diameter from

4
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the main deck down, located as shown on our prints. In our recent

meeting, we indicated two of these forward of the forward bridge

structure and two in the center well area. We would prefer, because

of the presence of handling gear, to put two just aft of the forward

deckhouse and two aft of the after deckhouse.

4. Underwater telephone (UQC) should be compatible with communications

requirements of ioth submarines and deep submersibles.

5. High pressure air requirements for the laboratory. At the SCB

meeting, we stated that we required 5,000 psi air and quoted a very

very small air stowage capacity. In lieu of this, we would prefer a

3,000 psi compressor with a 15 CFM of free air capacity. We would like

high pressure air stowage of abcut 1500 cubic feet of free air at

3,000 psi.
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APPENDIX E

(As Revised March 5, 1968)

APPROVED CATAMARAN CHARACTERISTICS

MARCH 15, 1967

1. Mission p

To conduct oceanographic research, on a mobile platform, under the

direction of designated private and university laboratories supported by

the Office of Naval Research, and for naval laboratories under the sponsor-

ship of the Oceanographer.

2. Designed Tasks

(a) To support multi-discipline oceanographic research involving

collection, observation and experimentation.

(b) To support limited data processing of materials and data at

sea, from fringe ice to tropical regions.

3. Continyent Tasks

As developed

4. General Discussion of Design

(a) The design shall provide a ship with a high degree of sea-

keeping capability consistent with the size of the ship, a high degree

of direction keeping ability and maneuverability at slow speeds, maximum

reliability and the most practicable obtainable quietness when not using

the diesel main propulsion plant.

(b) The design should provide for the optimum arrangement of

facilities for the collection, observation and experimentation of ocean-

ographic data. Adequate open deck areas forward and aft to support

multi-discipline oceanographic experiments shall be provided.
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F (c) The ship shall be capable of oelf-support on independent

operations for extended periods of time with minimum logistic support

from U. S. sources.

(d) In desisning the macbinery installations, particular attention

shall be paid to the use of acoustic silencing techniques to obtain the

lowest practicable ships radiated noise level.

(e) The ship, its machinery and outfitting shall meet the require-

ments of the American Bureau of Shipping, MSTS, the United States Coast

Guard, the U. S. Public Health Service and the Federal Communications

('Commission.

(f) Provision shall be made for minim=m operational crew and

minimim mainteuance. Automated features shall be incorporated to the

maximum extent practicable.

5. Hull Characteristics

(a) Approximate dimensions and displacement:

(1) Length overal - 246 feet

(2) Beam, maximum - 80 feet

Each hull 24 feet

Distance betveen hulls 32 feet

(3) Draft, navigational - 21 feet

(4) Displacement, full load - 3000 tons

(b) Subdivision: A two compartment standard is required (Note 1).

(c) Seaworthiness and maneuverability: A high degree of directional

control, maneuverability and seakeeping qualities at very low speeds are

desired.
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(d) Damage control: Damage control features in accordance with

United States Coast Guard and MSTS Class II requirements.

(e) Class C ice-strengthening in accordance with American Bureau

of Shipping regulations.

(f) A future growth margin of 50 tons at the main deck level shall

be provided.

(g) The trailing edge of the rudder shall be located at least

10 feet forward of the stern.

6. Special Features

(a) The following facilities shall be provided:

(1) Oceanographic laboratories adequate for the collection

and immediate processing of oceanographic samples and data.

(2) Research control center adequate for the installation

and operation of oceanographic sensors and recorders, and the immediate

recording and plotting of oceanographic data.

(3) An electronic recorder room for the centralized recording

of data sensors.

(4) Photographic processing facilities.

(5) Calibration and instrument test facilities.

(6) Scientific office space or library.

(7) Scientific chill and freeze rooms of approximately 250

cubic feet each. Chill room convertible to freeze.

(8) Gravity meter room.

(b) Scientific stowage space for scientific equipments and supplies

and oceanographic samples.
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(c) Stowage designed for approximateiy 20 tons of explosives to

meet U. S. Coast Guard regulations with topside stowage for approximately

300 cubic feet.

(d) Winches, cranes, davits and "U" frame foundations for scientific

use.

7. Armament

None

8. Communications and Electronics

(a) Communications and electronics equipment shall be provided to

meet the requirements of the Electronics Requirements Plan.

(b) Naval Ship Systems Command shall submit an Electronics Equip-

ment List for approval by the Chief of Naval Operations.

(c) Standard visual signal facilities.

9. Propulsion and Engineering Features

(a) Speed: Sustained speed of 15 knots.

(b) Endurance: 6000 miles at 13.5 knots

(c) Power plant: Twin screw diesel propulsion plant with bridge

control shall be provided.

(d) A central remote control and monitoring station shall be provided.

(e) Electrical plant:

(1) Ship's service: The ship's service generators shall be

multiple units of sufficient capacity so that in the event of derangement

of one unit, the remaining unit(s) can carry the normal operating load.

(2) A separate generator and distribution system for scientific

instrumentation of approximately 100 K.W.
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(f) Distilling plant: Evaporators shall be provided in multiple

units with sufficient capacity to provide 60 gallons per man per day

in accordance with the accommodations listed in paragraph 13 plus that

required for hydrographic and oceanographic use.

(g) Potable water atowage: Stowage shall be provided for not less

than 120 gallons per man for the accommodations listed in paragraph 13.

10. Protection

None

11. Aviation Features

None

12. Command and Ship Control

(a) Bridge:

(1) A Navigational Bridge and Pilot House with automatic

course control equipment. Bridge wings will extend the width of the

ship.

(b) A Chart House located on the same level and aft the bridge.

(c) An Auxiliary Control Station located aft.

13. Accommodations, Berthing, Messing, Sanitation and Medical

(a) Accommodations:

CIV OTHER TOTAL
OFF TECH CPO EN'L ENL

Crew (Civilian) 11 3 30 33

Scientific personnel 25

* Total 11 25 3 30 33

In addition, emergency berthing for (5) scientific personnel will be pro-

vided, No change in present messing, sanitation, medical or provisioning

characteristics is necessary for these emergency accommodations.
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(b) Messing: Two messes shall be provided in accordance with

usual practice on civilian manned ships.

(c) Sanitation: Sanitation facilities in accordance with standard

regulations f the U. S. Public Health Service and U. S. Coast Guard.

(d) Air conditioning: The living, messing, laboratory and office

spacea shall be air conditioned.

(e) Merchant Marine habitability standards in accordance with

usual practice on civilian manned ships.

(f) Sewage retention and treatment tanks shall be provided. All

overboard discharges, where feasible, shall be to the outboard sides.

(g) Medical facilities in accordance with U. S. Coast Guard regu-

lations.

14. Provisions and Stores

(a) Stowage space for consumable stores based on the total accommo-

dations shown above shall be provided ac follows:

Days Endurance

Dry provisions* 90

Frozen provisions* 90

Chilled provisions* 45

General Stores Material 60

Medical Stores 120

*This requires that stowage space for 90 days subsistence endurance without

replenishment shall be provided including refrigerated facilities for a

minimuw stowage capacity ah indicated. Chill stowage shall be convertible i
to frozen. Separate boxea for freeze (0 0 F), chill (35 0 F), dairy (32 0 F),

fish (O°F) and thaw (380 - 400 F).
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(b) Separate stowage space shall be provided for deck, engiue and

steward stores in accordance. with HSTS practice.

15. Miscellaneous

The following shall be provided:

(a) Boats of the following types:

2 - 24-foot U. S. Coast Guard approved Class I life

boats stowed in davits.

1 - 16-foot Boston whaler workboat with an outboard

motor.

(b) A capability of towing and being towed. A towing machine is

not required.

(c) A bonded stores locker and small arms locker.

(d) Shops for routine maintenance.

(e) A capability of deep anchorirg by the bow.

(f) Degaussing is not required.

(g) A limited scuba diving capability.

(h) Open deck space for instrument vans or huts.

(i) Three transducer tubes for affixing electronic devices.

(J) Air stowage flasks for 7k cubic feet of air at 3000 psi.

(k) An integrated telephone and high audio volume iitercowmunications

system capable of a minim=n of five simultaneous circuits.

Note 1: Watertight doors in watertight bulkheads below the damage control

deck in engineering and laboratcry spaces may be installed where

required in the interest of reduced manning requirements and

mission accomplishment.
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ELECTRONICS REQUIREMENT PLAN

l, Infrared Communication Facilities

None

2. Radio Transmitting Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) 1 - 405-500 kcs; Al, A2

(b) 1 - 2-24 mcs, Al

(c) I- 2-9mcs, A3

(d) 1 - 405-525 kcs; A2; battery powered

(e) 1 - 156-162 mse; F3

3, Radio ReceivinAg Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) 1 - 100-500 kcs; Al, A2

(b) 1 - 2-24 mee; Al

(c) 1 - 2-9 mcs; A3 (included in 2(c) above)

(d) 1 - 350-535 kcc; Al, A2; battery powered

(e) 1 - 2-24 mcs; Al, A3, F4

(f) 1 - 156-162 mcs; 73 (included in 2(e) above)

4. Terminal Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) I - Facsimile 60/90/120 LPM half duplex receiver

5. Radar Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) 1 - 10 CM "main" navigational radar

(b) I - 3 CM navigational radar (Locate near Research Control Center)
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6. Sonar Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) I - Low frequency 3.5KC echo sounder (transducers & cable only)

**(b) 2 - Precision Depth recorders (Dry paper)

&A

(c) I - Echo sounder, shallow with recorders

**(d) I - Echo sounder, deep, narrow beam

(e) I - Underwater telephone 4

7. Countermeasures Facilities

None

8. Navigational Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) 1 -LoranA

**(b) 1 - Loran C receiver

(c) I - Radio Direction Finder (210-520 kcs)

**(d) 1 - Satellite Receiver

9. Radiac Facilities

None

10. Remote Station Facilities

(a) Pilot House

L - Control and monitoring of 2 voi-.e channels

1 - Radar di-play/control 10 CM

(b) Chart House

I - Reception of CW channel

I - Control of radio direction finder

1 - Control of echo sounder, shallow

1- Control of Loran A
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(c) Research Control Center

**1 - Control of voice channel

1 - Radar display/control 3 CM with Sector Sweep

**l - Control of Loran C

•1 - Control of echo sounder, deep, narrow beam

1 - Control of underwater telephone

**l - Control of satellite receiver

(d) Radio Room

1 - Control and monitoring of all ship voice/CW channels

11. Meteorological Facilities

None

12. Supplementary Radio Facilities

None

13. Special Facilities (See Note 1)

(a) 1 - Automatic alarm

(b) 1 - Automatic alarm keyer

**(c) 2 - Remote control of scientific receive channels

**(d) Scientific coimunications facilities

(1) Radio Transmitting Facilities

(a) 2 - 2-30 mcs; Al, A3, A3J, A9B, Fl

(b) 1 - 30-40 rce; F3

(2) Radio Receiving Facilities

(a) 3 - 2-30 ace; Al, A3, A3M, A9B, F1

(b) I - 30-40 aes; F3 (included in 13(d).(1).(b) above)
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(3) Terminal Facilities

(a) I - Simplex FSK teletype facility with

teletype tape facility

Note 1: Coiuercial marine equipment approved by NAVSHIPS shall be

utilized to fulfill these requirements, whenever possible.

(*) Note 2: Items marked with (*) are not service approved.

(**) Note 3: Items marked with (**) are for scientific requirements

only. Space, weight, foundation and cabling only shall

be initially installed.
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